Berkeley Unified School District
2020 Bonar Street, The Tech Lab, Room 126
Berkeley, CA 94702

Personnel Commission
Dr. Reynaldo Ortiz, Chairperson

Mr. Timothy Carter, Vice-Chairperson
Patricia Duwel, Secretary

Ms. Heidi Goldstein, Commissioner

Meeting Agenda
April 10, 2019 – 4:30 pm

1.

Call to Order

Chairperson Ortiz

2.

Roll Call & Establishment of Quorum

Secretary Duwel

3.

Public Comments (15-minute limit)

Public

This is an opportunity for the public to comment on Personnel Commission business not on the agenda. The time limit is five minutes
per individual and a total of fifteen minutes per subject. No action shall be taken by the Commission.

4.

Approval & Adoption of Agenda

Chairperson Ortiz

5.

Approval of Meeting Minutes

Chairperson Ortiz

Approve the Personnel Commission Meeting Minutes for the following:

a)
6.

March 7th, Regular Meeting Minutes, p. 2 – 5

Consent Items

Chairperson Ortiz

It is recommended that the Personnel Commission consider approving a number of agenda items as a Consent list. Consent items are
routine in nature, and can be enacted in one motion without further discussion. This procedure conserves meeting time for a full
discussion of significant issues.

Ratification of Eligibility Lists
a)
Custodian I, p. 6
b)
Instructional Assistant, ECE, p. 7
c)
Instructional Assistant II, SPED, p. 8
d)
Instructional Tech, Before & After School Program, p. 9
e)
Human Resources Analyst-Confidential, p. 10
7.

Reports
a) Union
Union Representatives
b) District Reports
District Representatives
c) Commissioners Reports
Commissioners
d) Personnel Director
Secretary Duwel
i. New Hires and Examinations administered in the month of March 2019, p. 11

8.

Conference Items

Chairperson Ortiz

These items are presented for discussion and action and may be carried over from a previous meeting.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Request to Extend Eligibility List- Custodian II, Attachment A
Request for New Classification- School Administrative Assistant II/Substitute Specialist, Attachment B
Request for Re-Classification- M. Ferguson, Attachment C
Request for Re-Classification- E. Johnson, Attachment D
Agenda Item Request- E. Waller, Attachment E
Agenda Item Request- P. Thomas, Attachment F
Approval of Personnel Commission Meeting Schedule for 2019-2020, Attachment G
Personnel Commission Budget for 2019-2020, First Reading, Attachment H

10.

Closed Session (1 matter)
a) Employee Discipline and Legal Matters - Government Code § 54954.

Chairperson Ortiz

11.

Report from Closed Session

Chairperson Ortiz

12.

Public Comments (15-minute limit)

Public

This is an opportunity for the public to comment on Personnel Commission business not on the agenda. The time limit is five minutes
per individual and a total of fifteen minutes per subject. No action shall be taken by the Commission.

13.

Next Meeting

Chairperson Ortiz

Follow up items for next Personnel Commission Meeting.

14.

Adjournment

Chairperson Ortiz

Agendas and minutes of Personnel Commission meeting are available at the District’s website, www.berkeleyschools.net. Also, in accordance with the Brown Act and Government
Code § 54957.5 (b)(1), writings that are related to an agenda item for an open session of a regular meeting, that are public records not otherwise exempt from disclosure and that are
distributed less than 72 hours prior to the meeting, shall be made available for public inspection at the time the writings are distributed to at least the majority of Commissioners. The
public may request copies of the records at the District’s Human Resources office at 2020 Bonar Street, Berkeley, CA 94702.
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Berkeley Unified School District
Personnel Commission Meeting Minutes
March 7th, 2019 – 4:30 pm

1. Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 4:30 pm
2. Roll Call & Establishment of Quorum
Chairperson Ortiz, Vice-Chairperson Carter, and Commissioner Goldstein were present, and a quorum
was established with Ms. Arinez serving as Secretary in Director Duwel’s absence.
3. Public Comments
None
4. Approval & Adoption of Agenda
Erin Arinez, Classified Personnel Supervisor, noted that the employee who submitted the agenda item
request for Discussion Item 9a. requested, after the agenda had been published, that it be moved to the
April Commission meeting instead.
Commissioner Goldstein made a motion to approve the agenda as amended; Vice-Chairperson Carter
seconded the motion,
Approved, 3-0
5. Approval of Meeting Minutes
a) February 7th, 2019, Regular Meeting Minutes
Commissioner Goldstein made a motion to approve the meeting minutes; Vice-Chairperson Carter
seconded the motion,
Approved, 3-0
6. Consent Items
Ratification of Eligibility Lists
a)
Behavioral Intervention Specialist
Commissioner Goldstein expressed concern about the low number of candidates on the eligibility
list and asked about recruitment options. Chairperson Ortiz suggested hiring a recruitment firm.
b)

Custodian I

c) Employee Benefits Specialist
Commissioner Goldstein said that she was under the impression that this recruitment is to
establish an eligibility list of candidates to help during the busy open enrollment period. Ms.
Arinez confirmed that the recruitment was posted to establish an eligibility list for extra support
assignments.
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d)

Executive Chef

e)

School Administrative Assistant II

UNOFFICIAL VERSION

Vice-Chairperson Carter made a motion to approve the eligibility lists; Commissioner Goldstein
seconded the motion,
Approved, 3-0
7. Reports
a) Union Reports
None
b) District Reports
None
c) Commissioners Reports
Commissioner Goldstein thanked Personnel Commission staff for their work during the Classified
Director’s intermittent leave. She also expressed continued support to Judy Appel, BUSD Board
President, in her recovery.
Commissioner Goldstein advised that she met with a member of the Superintendent search team
hired to run the recruitment, as did Chairperson Ortiz, in a separate meeting. Denise Diggs,
Administrative Assistant II said that a survey related to the Superintendent search was distributed to
employees via email, and expressed concerned that not all employees have access to email or
computers during work hours.
Commissioner Goldstein noted highlights from the February CSPCA conference included the topics
of employer recruiting and branding and the Commissioners’ Roundtable which discussed a range of
Personnel Commission and District working relationships.
d) Personnel Director
i. New Hires and Examinations administered in the month of February 2019
Ms. Arinez reported on examinations for the month of February. She mentioned the benefit of
learning about other District’s operational activities at the CSPCA conference. Ms. Arinez
reported that the Neogov paperless routing project for HR onboarding would commence its pilot
run for the substitute population. She advised the Commission of the upcoming Classified
Recognition Event on May 9th, 2019 and the Retirement Reception on May 23rd, 2019. Ms. Diggs
asked about the possibility of having the Personnel Commission offer assistance to individuals
applying and testing with the District. Ms. Arinez said that some materials for this purpose are
located in the 2nd floor lobby area. Commissioner Goldstein and Chairperson Ortiz proposed
adding this and a more general item on employee communications to a future agenda to discuss
the topic further.
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8. Conference Items
a) Agenda Item Request – E. Waller
Ms. Arinez advised that Ellaray Waller, Employee Benefits Specialist, met with Personnel Director
Duwel about this item. Ms. Waller said that Director Duwel discussed certifying her for other
classifications. Commissioner Goldstein stated that she was aware that the accommodation
discussion with the District had concluded, and that the Personnel Commission has no authority over
the District if they elected to deny a request for accommodation. She suggested that the District
could request that the Personnel Commission certify Ms. Waller for other positions, but that, to date,
no requests for this had been made by the District. Vice-Chairperson Carter said that Ms. Waller had
to make a specific request.
Ms. Waller said she met with Human Resources Director, Brent Daniels, and requested a medical
transfer or certification into a different position, but that he declined her request. Commissioner
Goldstein stated that it was her understanding that the Commission does not participate in the
accommodations process and that the employer, the District, makes the determination to
accommodate.
Ms. Waller said she wanted to know about the District’s complaint process, in particular when the
Director of HR is involved in her complaint because she said that he is the one that conducts the
investigations. Ms. Waller stated that the Personnel Commission should have a more significant role
in assisting in the retention of employees. Chairperson Ortiz noted that the Personnel Commission
plays a role in certain aspects of employment within the District; however, accommodations are not
an area where the Personnel Commission has authority.
9. Discussion Items
a) Status Update – M. Ferguson
Moved to April meeting.
10. Closed Session (1 matter)
a) Employee Discipline and Legal Matters - Government Code § 54954. (2015-D-XX)
The Commission went into closed session at 5:17 pm.
11. Report from Closed Session
The Commission came out of closed session at 5:44 pm. Chairperson Ortiz reported that staff briefed the
Commission and no action had been taken.
12. Public Comments (presented before Closed Session)
Vice-Chairperson Carter clarified that Personnel Commission staff may participate in the interactive
process and provide recommendations to the District.
13. Next Meeting
The next regular meeting will be held on April 11th at 4:30 pm.
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Examinations Administered in the Month of March:
Classification

Written

Oral

Instructional Assistant, ECE

7

6

Instructional Assistant II, SPED
Instructional Technician, BASP
Custodian I
Human Resources Analyst, Confidential

10
5

5
1
4

Performance
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New Hires/New Assignments/Promotions Processed in the Month of March:
NameAksomboon, Hataichanok
Buendia, Pasquale
Castillo-Alvarado, Susana
Chervin, Max
Colton, Joseph
Hernandez, Tania
Hernandez-Zaldivar, Graciela
Marshall, Joann
Morshed, Sajeda
Perez-Jimenez, Cesar
Rhein, Maria
Spencer, Cristen
Spinks, Gitara

Employment TypePromotion
New-Hire
Re-Hire
New-Hire
Promotion
Promotion
New Assignment
New-Hire
New-Hire
New-Hire
New-Hire
New-Hire
Promotion

ClassificationBehavioral Intervention Specialist
Grounds Gardener
Instructional Assistant, ECE
Instructional Assistant II, SPED
Maintenance Engineer
School Administrative Assistant II
Instructional Assistant II, SPED
Clerical Assistant III
Instructional Assistant II, SPED
Custodian I
Instructional Tech, BASP
Instructional Tech, BASP
Executive Chef
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Location/Dept.
SPED
Maintenance
Hopkins
Berkeley High
Maintenance
King MS
Hopkins
King MS
King CDC
King MS
Malcolm X
Emerson
Central Kitchen

ATTACHMENT A

PERSONNEL COMMISSION
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
April 11, 2019
AGENDA ITEM
SUBJECT:
CUSTODIAN II ELIGIBILITY LIST CERTIFICATION EXTENSION
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Personnel Commission Rule 50.100.1 states that “After approval, an eligibility list shall be in
effect for one year, unless exhausted, and may be extended for not to exceed one additional
year at the discretion of the Commission.” Request to extend the Custodian II Eligibility List for
an additional one (1) year.
50.100.1 Establishment and Life of Eligibility Lists
A. After an examination, the names of successful competitors shall be arranged on a list in the
order of examination score, plus additional points where applicable (Rule 40.100.8). The list
shall be presented for approval of the Personnel Commission.
B. After approval, an eligibility list shall be in effect for one year, unless exhausted, and may be
extended for not to exceed one additional year at the discretion of the Commission. Names of
successful competitors may be added to eligibility lists resulting from continuous examinations
without approval by the Commission.
DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
Approve a one (1) year extension of the above eligibility list.
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ATTACHMENT B

PERSONNEL COMMISSION
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
April 11, 2019
AGENDA ITEM
SUBJECT:
CREATE NEW SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II/SUBSTITUTE
SPECIALIST CLASSIFICATION AND RECOMMEND SALARY
PLACEMENT BE SET AT RANGE 48 ON SCHEDULE 56/57.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The new classification of School Administrative Assistant II/Substitute Specialist has been
created in conjunction with the reclassification of Ms. Marie Ferguson. The Berkeley Unified
School District Board approved the duties listed on March 27, 2019.

DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
Approve the classification for School Administrative Assistant II/Substitute Specialist and salary
placement recommendation at range 48 on schedule 56/57.
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
School Administrative
TITLE: Assistant II/Substitute
Specialist
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL: Secondary School
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
Non‐Exempt
ACT CLASSIFICATION:
APPROVED:
Board 3/27/2019
Commission

REPORTS TO:

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSSITION DESCRIPTION

Assigned Supervisor or
Administrator

Non‐Administrative
Classified Technical
12 months/Calendar 2000
WORK YEAR: HOURS: 7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
CLASSIFICATION:

SALARY GRADE:

Schedule: 56
Range: 48

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of an assigned supervisor or administrator, perform a variety of specialized and technical duties in
support of classified and/or certificated substitute placement at a secondary site. Provide information and assistance
to classified and certificated employees; and the general public regarding assignments of substitute certificated
personnel and classified limited‐term substitutes. Assist in maintaining a variety of manual and automated personnel
functions, systems, records and reports.

REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES ‐ Distinguishing Characteristics:
This is a stand‐alone singleton classification that provides substitute placement services for certificated and classified
staff at the secondary site level.

ESSENTIAL DUTIES:

















Plan, organize and coordinate a wide variety of administrative and other office functions and activities related to the administration and operations at
the school, assist in assuring smooth and efficient office operations, coordinate and organize office communications and information.
Greet and assist students, parents, staff and visitors, initiate and receive telephone calls; screen and route calls, take and relay messages; provide general
information concerning school operations and activities and related rules and procedures
Train, assign and coordinate the work of assigned school personnel prepare absente forms as directed, review work for accuracy, completeness and
compliance with established guidelines and procedures
Coordinate, schedule and attend a variety of meetings as assigned; prepare and send out notices of meetings, maintain appointments and activity
calendar for the school and the principal; reserve facilities collect and compile information for meetings, projects and workshops; prepare agendas and
take minutes as directed
Assists with ensuring classroom and assignment coverage by utilizing on site staff, teachers on preparation time and/or calling substitutes manually.
Assists employees and substitutes with the automated substitute management system.
Coordinates all certificated substitute and classified limited term substitute placement at the secondary level.
Facilitates site substitute coverage using the automated substitute employee management system; greets and assists substitute employees by
providing keys, materials and pertinent information
Notifies appropriate school personnel site administrators of daily absences.
Performs routine clerical support and assists front office staff when time permits.
Provides site orientation for new or infrequent substitutes on standardized routines and procedures regarding time sheet processing; site arrival
and departure procedures; equipment check‐out and turn in.
Participate in scheduling and coordinating various special events ad other activities as assigned by the position Prepare personnel requisitions for
positions of staffing changes using the District systems and based on information provided by the budget manager, submit personnel requisitions to
the budget manager for approval and route to appropriate department for approval and/or processing;
Collect and code timesheets according to information provided by the budget manager and submit timesheets to the budget manager for approval;
route timesheets to appropriate department for approval and/or processing according to established timelines and procedures
Monitor accuracy of student enrollment, add/drop/transfer students as needed; assign teachers and students to classes/sections
Clear student absences and correct student attendance based on telephone logs, emails, and parental notes; prepare student attendance letters
and generate student attendance reports
Administer first aid according to established procedures as needed; log medications provided to the students; generate, update and distribute the
health alert to staff for students with food allergies and medical conditions
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Perform other activities in support of the assigned office including registering/transferring students, receiving and processing money for fees,
maintaining sign in/out sheets, and assisting with students sent to the office for health, discipline or other matters; participate in coordinating events
such as graduation promotion, picture days, mandated health screenings
Compose keyboard, format and process a variety of records and documents related to assigned activities such as letters, list, memoranda, bulletins,
reports, requisitions, flyers, posters, forms, packets or other materials from detailed or rough copy, prepare contracts using fillable form and based
on information provided by budget manager; proofread completed assignments
Input a variety of data into an assigned computer system, maintained automated records and files; initiate queries and generate a variety of
computerized lists, spreadsheets and reports as requested, assure accuracy of input and output data
Receive, open, sort and distribute incoming mail, receive and respond to e‐mails, assist in the preparation and dissemination of materials and
information to the public and staff regarding various events
Operate a variety of office equipment including a calculator, copier, laminator, fax machine, computer and assigned software, operate a two‐way
radio as assigned
Communicate with staff and outside agencies to exchange information and resolve issues or concerns
Performs other related duties as assigned.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
The requirements listed below are representative of knowledge skills and abilities required to satisfactorily perform the essential
duties and responsibilities.

Education and Experience: Any combination equivalent to:
A.
B.

Graduation from high school. Supplemental college level course work or an Associate’s Degree preferred.
Five (5) years’ experience in a K‐12 school site front office. Two (2) years specialized experience at the secondary level preferred.

LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid California Driver’s License and vehicle insurability to comply with District requirements.
Employment eligibility that includes fingerprint, tuberculosis and/or other employment clearance.
Incumbents in this classification may be required to speak, read and write in a designated second language.

KNOWLEDGE OF:

ABILITY TO:






















Correct English usage, grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary
Data entry and retrieval techniques
District contracts and bargaining units
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and professionalism
Mathematical computations
Modern office procedures and record‐keeping techniques
Operation of a computer and assigned software
Oral and written communication skills
Practices and procedures related to classified and/or certificated
personnel
Record‐keeping and report preparation techniques
Substitute Management Systems (AESOP, SEMS, Sub Finder, etc)
Technical aspects of field of specialty
Telephone techniques and etiquette










WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
 School/District Office environment
 Interactions with dissatisfied, hostile and
irate individuals
 Subject to demanding time lines and
constant interruptions

Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Complete work with many interruptions
Compose correspondence and written materials independently
Determine appropriate action within clearly defined guidelines
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships
with others
Interpret, apply and explain rules, regulations, policies and procedures
Keyboard or input data at an acceptable rate of speed
Maintain confidentiality of sensitive and privileged information
Make mathematical computations with speed and accuracy
Meet schedules and time lines
Operate a variety of office equipment including a computer and assigned
software
Prepare and maintain a variety of manual and automated personnel files,
records and reports
Understand and follow oral and written instructions

PHYSICAL ABILITIES:
 Bending at the waist or kneeling to file and
retrieve materials
 Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a
computer keyboard
 Hearing and speaking to exchange
information in person and on the telephone
 Operating a computer keyboard for
extended periods of time
 Seeing to read and compose a variety of
written or digital materials
 Sitting or standing for extended periods of
time

HAZARDS:
 Contact with dissatisfied or abusive
individuals.
 Extended viewing of computer monitor.
 Sitting for an extended period of time.
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ATTACHMENT B

BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:
APPROVED:
Board
Commission

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

School Administrative
Assistant II
As assigned

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non-Exempt

WORK YEAR:
HOURS:

Non-Administrative
Classified Technical
10 months/Calendar 5007
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 46

SALARY GRADE:
June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of an elementary, middle or alternative school principal, plan, organize and coordinate a
wide variety of administrative and other office functions and activities related to the administration and
operations at the school; serve as administrative support to the principal and coordinate communications
between students, parents, staff and visitors; train, assign and coordinate the work of assigned school personnel.
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS:
The School Administrative Assistant II classification provides primary support to an elementary, middle or
alternative school principal. Incumbents require thorough knowledge of school operations, policies and
procedures and serve as the school office lead.
The School Administrative Assistant III classification provides primary and complex administrative support to the
high school or adult school principal. Incumbents require thorough knowledge of school operations, policies and
procedures, and serve in a lead capacity, providing training and guidance to other clerical staff in the office.
The School Administrative Assistant I classification supports a certificated administrator at a school and may
serve as an office lead.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:


Plan, organize and coordinate a wide variety of administrative and other office functions and activities
related to the administration and operations at the school; assist in assuring smooth and efficient office
operations; coordinate and organize office communications and information.



Greet and assist students, parents, staff, and visitors; initiate and receive telephone calls; screen and
route calls; take and relay messages; provide general information concerning school operations and
activities and related rules, policies and procedures



Assist the Human Resources Department with facilitating site substitute coverage using the automated
substitute employee management system; greet and assist substitute employees by providing keys,
materials and pertinent information
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Train, assign and coordinate the work of assigned school personnel; prepare absentee forms as directed;
review work for accuracy, completeness and compliance with established guidelines and procedures



Coordinate, schedule and attend a variety of meetings as assigned; prepare and send out notices of
meetings; maintain appointment and activity calendar for the school and the principal; reserve facilities;
collect and compile information for meetings, projects and workshops; prepare agendas and take
minutes as directed



Participate in scheduling and coordinating various special events and other activities as assigned by the
position



Prepare personnel requisitions for position or staffing changes using the District systems and based on
information provided by the budget manager; submit personnel requisitions to the budget manager for
approval and route to appropriate department for approval and/or processing;



Collect and code timesheets according to information provided by the budget manager and submit
timesheets to the budget manager for approval; route timesheets to appropriate department for
approval and/or processing according to established timelines and procedures



Monitor accuracy of student enrollment; add/drop/transfer students as needed; assign teachers and
students to classes/sections;



Clear student absences and correct student attendance based on telephone logs, emails and parental
notes; prepare student attendance letters and generate student attendance reports
Administer first aid according to established procedures as needed; log medications provided to the
students; generate, update and distribute the health alert list to staff for students with food allergies and
medical conditions





Perform other activities in support of the assigned office including registering/transferring students,
receiving and processing money for fees, maintaining sign in/sign out sheets, and assisting with students
sent to the office for health, discipline or other matters; participate in coordinating events such as
graduation/promotion, picture days, mandated health screenings



Compose correspondence; keyboard, format and process a variety of records and documents related to
assigned activities such as letters, lists, memoranda, bulletins, reports, requisitions, flyers, posters, forms,
packets or other materials from detailed or rough copy; prepare contracts using fillable form and based
on information provided by budget manager; proofread completed assignments



Input a variety of data into an assigned computer system; maintain automated records and files; initiate
queries and generate a variety of computerized lists, spreadsheets and reports as requested; assure
accuracy of input and output data



Compile information and prepare and maintain a variety of records and reports related to school
programs and activities; review and verify accuracy and completeness of various documents; establish
and maintain filing systems; coordinate printing and distribution of report cards as assigned by the
position; process and review various forms and applications as needed



Receive, open, sort, screen and distribute incoming mail; receive and respond to e-mails; assist in the
preparation and dissemination of materials and information to the public and staff regarding various
events and programs
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Operate a variety of office equipment including a calculator, copier, laminator, fax machine, computer
and assigned software; operate a two-way radio as assigned.



Communicate with staff and outside agencies to exchange information and resolve issues or concerns.

Monitor inventory levels of office and school supplies; order, receive and assure adequate inventory levels of
office and school supplies; prepare purchase requisitions for supplies and services using District systems and
based on information provided by the budget manager; submit purchase requisitions to the budget manager for
approval; submit purchase requisitions to the appropriate department for approval and/or processing
OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Modern office practices, procedures and equipment
Policies and objectives of assigned programs and activities
Attendance policies, guidelines and procedures
Record-keeping and report preparation techniques
Telephone techniques and etiquette
Correct English usage, grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary
Business letter and report writing, editing and proofreading
Computer and assigned software
Methods of collecting and organizing data and information
Oral and written communication skills
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and professionalism
Basic math
Basic first aid and CPR techniques
ABILITY TO:
Plan, organize and coordinate a wide variety of administrative and other office functions and activities related to
the administration of diverse programs and operations
Answer telephones and greet the public professionally
Assist in assuring smooth and efficient office operations
Interpret, apply and explain applicable laws, codes, rules and regulations
Maintain records and prepare reports
Keyboard or input data at an acceptable rate of speed
Operate a variety of office equipment including a computer and assigned software applications and systems
Understand and follow oral and written directions
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Compose correspondence and written materials independently or from oral instructions
Complete work with many interruptions
Meet schedules and timelines
Receive, sort and distribute mail
Add, subtract, multiply and divide quickly and accurately
Administer basic First aid and CPR as needed
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EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school supplemented by college-level course work in
business, secretarial science or related field and five years of increasingly responsible secretarial and clerical
school office experience involving public contact
LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid First Aid and CPR certification issued by an authorized agency preferred
Some incumbents in this classification may be required to speak, read and write in a designated second language
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
Constant interruptions
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Hearing and speaking to exchange information in person and on the telephone
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Bending at the waist or kneeling to file or retrieve materials
HAZARDS:
Contact with dissatisfied or abusive individuals
Exposure to blood-borne pathogens and infectious diseases
Exposure to illness and contagious conditions (e.g., lice, chicken pox, flu)
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ATTACHMENT C

PERSONNEL COMMISSION
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
April 11, 2019
AGENDA ITEM NO
SUBJECT: RECLASSIFICATION IN THE MATTER OF MARIE FERGUSON SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In March 2017, Marie Ferguson submitted an initial request for working out of class pay (an
SAA2 working as a HR Tech). In November 2017 I conducted two (2) observations with my
recommendations included in the March 1st, 2018 Personnel Commission Agenda. At the March
1st, 2018 meeting of the BUSD Personnel Commission, several recommendations were discussed
in the matter involving School Administrative Assistant II Marie Ferguson. Ms. Ferguson spent
a good portion of her workday coordinating the substitute assignments at Berkeley High School;
the basis for her working out of class pay request. Discussed as well was the acknowledgement
that a gradual accretion of duties and assignments for two years could foreseeably result in a
reclassification. In January 2019, Marie Ferguson again submitted an agenda item in reference
to working out of class and based on the initial job audits in 2017; the Personnel Commission
affirmed that Ms. Ferguson was working out of class and a candidate for reclassification upon
two (2) years completing the gradual accretion requirement. I stand by my recommendations
that were presented at the March 1, 2018 meeting.

DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
Ms. Ferguson has completed two years of gradual accretion in the increase of duties revolving
around the coordination of substitute assignments at Berkeley High School. I recommend that
the Personnel Commission approve this reclassification request.. A new classification of School
Administrative Assistant II/Substitute Specialist at the recommended range of 48 has been
approved by the Board and is on the agenda today for your approval.
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ATTACHMENT C

Conference Items
a)

Establishment of New Class of Assistant Superintendent of Business Services
Secretary Duwel reported that the Board approved the duties for this class, at their 2-7-18 meeting
because the District does not want to hire at the Deputy Director level. She advised that this role would
be classified as a Senior Manager exempt position and the Personnel Commission would recruit and
create an unranked eligibility list. Chairperson Goldstein asked about the differences in duties assigned to
this proposed class versus Deputy Director classification. Secretary Duwel explained that where the
Deputy Director oversaw several departments: Transportation, Human Resources, and Facilities, the
Assistant Superintendent will manage Business Services only. Chairperson Goldstein asked about the
salary for this position; Secretary Duwel said it would be negotiable by contract. Chairperson Goldstein
also asked about the ownership of duties that relate to Position Control. Brent Daniels, Human Resources
Director, responded that Business Services determines the allocations and positions Vice Chairperson
Ortiz made a motion to approve the Assistant Superintendent of Business services classification;
Chairperson Carter seconded the motion,
Approved 3-0

b} Desk Audit- School Administrative Assistant II- M. Ferguson
Secretary Duwel reiterated her original recommendation presented at prior Personnel Commission
meetings:

she concurs with (then Interim Director) Rogosin's view that this position should not be

assigned to the high school. She recommended that changes to the level defining characteristics be made
and brought back to the Commission after discussions with the District and Union. Commissioner Carter
said that he would defer to the Director Duwel's recommendation because she has completed the study.
Vice-Chairperson Ortiz said that he also would rely on the expertise of Director Duwe I.
Chairperson Goldstein noted that there is a difference of opinion as to whether the position should be
assigned to the high school, and that the distribution of work in the front office seemed problematic and
would benefit from Human Resources review for skill gaps and cross-training opportunities. HR Director
Daniels said that the Principal manages the office, and that it is the responsibility of the Supervisor to
make these changes, and Human Resources typically does not intervene. He added that there appears to
be a difference of opinion as to whether there is a problem with the distribution of work in that office.
Chairperson Goldstein observed that performance management is closely tied to these issues and that
clarity on the quality ofthe employee's performance of assigned tasks will be necessary.
Paula Phillips, BCCE President, commented that Ms. Ferguson is in the School Administrative Assistant II
classification designated to work at the elementary school or middle school. She said that where a site has
more than 400 students, the School Administrative Assistant has clerical support. She voiced
disagreement with Secretary Duwel's view that Ms. Ferguson is correctly classified because the substitute
management duties are those of a Human Resources Technician and are above and beyond the duties of
the School Administrative Assistant II class.
President Phillips said that the high school had told BCCE that they would not make changes to the
assigned duties unless Human Resources directs them to do so. HR Director Daniels agreed to contact the
Principal and Ms. Ferguson's supervisor to discuss this. President Phillips commented that Secretary
Duwel should consider the level of work being done by other School Administrative Assistant lls as the
commission reviews level defining characteristics. HR Director Daniels said that he would work with BCCE
and Secretary Duwel to reconcile to the Principal's opinion on this matter.
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Commissioner Carter asked if the workload was excessive for its class. Secretary Duwel responded that
during the observation periods Ms. Ferguson was completing tasks, however the volume of tasks could
not be completed in a day. She reminded the Commission that the agenda item request was for 'working
out of class.
President Phillips asked why Ms. Ferguson could not be classified as a School Administrative Assistant Ill.
She observed that the Registrar at the high school is a backup to Ms. Ferguson, who actually handles
registration, and that the Registrar has someone to assist with her workload. Commissioner Carter
requested Secretary Duwel locate and share with the Commission the PIQ from the class study for the
employee who previously served in Ms. Ferguson's position.
Chairperson Goldstein asked Secretary Duwel to take a look at the level defining characteristics in the
class description and facilitate Director Daniels' discussion of this with the Berkeley High Principal, Ms.
Schweng. Ms. Ferguson said she reached out to Associate Superintendent Scuderi about this matter but
has not heard back. HR Director Daniels asked Ms. Ferguson to send him the questions that she asked
Scuderi so that HR could research and report back on the matter.
c)

Desk Audit- School Administrative Assistant II- E. Johnson
Secretary Duwel reminded the Commission that former Interim Director Rogosin had conducted a desk
audit at Ms. Johnson's request [on 02/23/2017]. Secretary Duwel later conducted another desk audit and
observed Ms. Johnson [on 1/11/18 and 1/23/18] at Berkeley Tech Academy. She noted that the current
student population at the school is low and that the school was recently restructured as continuation-only
program, under combined administration with the Independent Study program. She voiced disagreement
with (then Interim Director) Rogosin's analysis that layoff rules apply because Ms. Johnson was y-rated
after the class study, however, she believes the District should have offered Ms. Johnson the School
Administrative Assistant Ill vacancy at BAS when it was open.
Chairperson Goldstein asked when Berkeley Tech Academy will functionally merge with Berkeley
Independent Study. Ms. Johnson said that BTA still operates as a sole school site and they have not
received word yet on integration plans. HR Director Daniels said that the District is currently recruiting for
the sole administrator of the two programs. Secretary Duwel said that two years of gradual accretion of
duties is defined in Ed code as grounds for a re-classification, and that requesting reclassification in
August 2018 is an option for Ms. Johnson (and Ms. Ferguson) at that time.
Ms. Johnson asserted that she cannot understand how the District could have changed her class without
her consent, and that she appreciated Director Duwel's time in conducting the desk audit, but she does
not feel it is sufficient because she should have been classified as a School Administrative Assistant Ill.
Chairperson Goldstein asked about a Commission generated re-class review for Ms. Johnson when the
schools are merged, presumably in July at the start of the new Fiscal Year. Ms. Johnson expressed concern
about her candidacy for the next available School Administrative Assistant Ill position due to rehire list
exhaustion. Chairperson Goldstein requested Secretary Duwel research School Administrative Assistant Ill
rehire list extension options for Ms. Johnson.
Commissioner Carter made a motion to concur with the recommendation of the Director,
Approved, 3-0
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AGENDA ITEM
SUBJECT:
DESK AUDIT - SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
On January 25, 2018, this matter came before the Commission with Ms. Ferguson providing
additional information (which is included under separate cover due to privacy concerns. A
lengthy discussion ensued. The Commission discussed the scope of the work versus the volume
of work/workload; a variety of recommendations were discussed:
•
•
•
•

Clarify the Classification Description
Revise the Essential Duties
Possible Reclassification
Create a new singleton Classification maybe HS Sub Coordinator

•
•
•
•

Shift the volume of work
Spread the workload between staff.
Improve teacher training on substitute
management system
Pay working out of class pay; look at
past practice.

It was tabled for further information.
Update: Currently two (2) Directors have reviewed this matter.
recommendation at the January 25th, 2018 meeting;

As I stated m my

I have reviewed both classifications (HR Tech .and SAA2). I have provided a side-by-side
comparison of the essential duties listed for both classifications annotating whether that specific
duty was observed. I conducted a visual observation of the environment on two separate
occasions.
At that time I have included a revised side by side comparison of duties. And I would like to
note that the same exact duty is also listed in the School Administrative Assistant I Classification
description. My recommendations are as follows:
DIRECTOR'S RECOMMENDATION
1. Having conducted observations and audited all information provided, I find that Ms. Ferguson
is working within the scope of her current classification of School Administrative Assistant II.
2. I concur with Interim Directors' (Mr. Rogosin) informational recommendation from July
2017 that the class description for the School Administrative Assistant II be revised to include
changes in the level-defining characteristics only as noted in Mr. Rogosin's recommendations.
I would note that this change should not result in any changes to the representative/essential
duties. Going forward, I would like to submit that the SAA2 classification description should be
revised and, with the Commission's direction; bring the revision to the next meeting.
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Observed
OR Noted

Human Resources Technician

y

Utilize t~e computer and web-based substitute system as
appropriate; locate and arrange for substitutes including
long-term substitutes, limited term and provisional
employees to cover employee absences or short term
needs; assist District staff with securing substitute limited
term or provisional employees;
'

)

ATTACHMENT C

School Administrative Assistant II

Observed
OR Noted

Assist the Human Resources Department with
facilitating site substitute coverage using the
automated substitute employee management
syst~n:1; greet and as~ist substitute employees by
providing keys, materials and pertinent information

y

N

Perform a variety of technical duties in support of
classifi~d. ~nd/or certificated human resources operations
and act1v1t1es; resolve personnel-related issues and
concerns with discretion and confidentiality; refer more
difficult or sensitive issues to supervisor as needed

Plan, organize and coordinate a wide variety of
administrative and other office functions and
activities related to the administration and
operations at the school; assist in assuring smooth
and efficient office operations; coordinate and
organize office communications and information.

y

N

Particip~te in the recruitment, screening, testing and
processing of new personnel according to established
procedures; collect and process various employment
forms and applications; arrange interview panels and
testing activities; arrange and follow-up for clearance on
fingerprints; forward new employee information to
appropriate departments

Greet and assist students, parents, staff, and
visitors; initiate and receive telephone calls; screen
and rout~ calls; take and relay messages; provide
general information concerning school operations
and activities and related rules, policies and
procedures

y

N

Se~e as an informational resource to employees, job
applicants and the general public; respond to inquiries
and provide information regarding job openings and
personnel functions, policies and procedures; distribute
and assist applicants with completing required forms and
applications; provide employment verifications; receive
and respond to telephone calls and e-mails as
appropriate

Assist the Human Resources Department with
facilitating site substitute coverage using the
automated substitute employee management
syst~~; greet and as~ist substitute employees by
providing keys, materials and pertinent information

y

N

N
N

input and maintain substitute, limited term and
provisional employee records;
'
pro~ss. substitute, limited term and provisional employee
apphcat1on$ and assist with hiring substitute, limited term
and provisional staff;
troubleshoot system software problems as needed· train
_ __ others in the proper use of the system
'
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Observed
OR Noted

Human Resources Technician

N

Input a variety of employee information and other
personnel data into assigned computer system; maintain
automated employee records and files; generate a variety
of computerized lists and reports; ensure accuracy of
input and output data

Train, assign and coordinate the work of assigned
school personnel; prepare absentee forms as
directed; review work for accuracy, completeness
and compliance with established guidelines and
procedures

y

N

Establish and maintain a variety of personnel files and
records according to established policies and procedures;
update records and files with employee information,
position control number, job location, job assignment,
payroll information, sick and vacation leaves, and other
related information; prepare documents for Board
approval

Coordinate, schedule and attend a variety of
meetings as assigned; prepare and send out notices
of meetings; maintain appointment and activity
calendar for the school and the principal; reserve
facilities; collect and compile information for
meetings, projects and workshops; prepare agendas
and take minutes as directed

N

N

Prepare and distribute announcements for job openings;
place advertisements in various media; review
applications for minimum qualifications and
completeness; verify background information; notify
candidates of testing and interviewing activities; compile
and prepare interview packets; assure compliance with
State and federal rules and regulations

Participate in scheduling and coordinating various
special events and other activities as assigned by
the position

N

N

Provide information to new employees regarding vacation
days, sick leave days, TB clearance, benefits and District
rules and regulations; determine proper salary placement;
monitor employee longevity and notify appropriate
personnel of changes in salary step progression and
benefits eligibility

Prepare personnel requisitions for position or staffing
changes using the District systems and based on
information provided by the budget manager; submit
personnel requisitions to the budget manager for
approval and route to appropriate department for
approval and/or processing;

N

School Administrative Assistant II

Observed
OR Noted
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Observed
OR Noted
y

)

)
Human Resources Technician

Utilize t~e computer and web-based substitute system as
appropriate; locate and arrange for substitutes including
long-term substitutes, limited term and provisional
·employees to cover employee absences or short term
needs; assist District staff with securing substitute 1 limited
term or provisional employees; input and maintain
substitute, limited term, and provisional employee
records;
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School Administrative Assistant II

Observed
OR Noted
-

Collect and code timesheets according to
information provided by the budget manager and
submit timesheets to the budget manager for
approval; route timesheets to appropriate
department for approval and/or processing
according to established timelines and procedures

y

Organize and coordinate the screening, testing, scoring,
data collection and processing of classified and/or
certificated applicants according to established Education
Code, Merit Rules and human resources procedures;
perform compliance tracking and reporting of classified
provisional and limited-term vacancies; report
discrepancies and compliance tracking discrepancies to
designated administrator

Clear student absences and correct student
attendance based on telephone logs, emails and
parental notes; prepare student attendance letters
and generate student attendance reports

N

N

Process State disability and paid family leave claim forms·
respond to inquiries from State of California examiners '

Administer first aid according to established
procedures as needed; log medications provided to
the students; generate, update and distribute the
health alert list to staff for students with food
allergies and medical conditions

y

N

Input and track employee information in designated
database/system; identify leave status; monitor leave
dates and contact site supervisors to assure employees
returned as scheduled; notify site supervisors of changes
regarding duration of employees' leave of absence;
process and file absence certificates; enter and monitor
accrual of sick leave, personal leave, vacation and
personal necessity leaves according to established time
lines and guidelines

Perform other activities in support of the assigned
offic~ !ncluding registering/transferring students,
receiving and processing money for fees,
m.aintaining sign in/sign out sheets, and assisting
with students sent to the office for health, discipline
or other matters; participate in coordinating events
such as graduation/promotion, picture days,
mandated health screenings

y

N

N

N

proc~ss. substitute, limited term and provisional employee
apphcat1ons and assist with hiring substitute limited term
and provisional staff;
'
troubleshoot system software problems as needed· train
others in the prooer use of the system
'
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Observed
OR Noted

)
Human Resources Technician

)
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School Administrative Assistant II

Observed
OR Noted

y

y

Operate a variety of office equipment including a
calculator, copier, fax machine, computer and assigned
software

Compose correspondence; keyboard, format and
process a variety of records and documents related
to assigned activities such as letters, lists,
memoranda, bulletins, reports, requisitions, flyers,
posters, forms, packets or other materials from
detailed or rough copy; prepare contracts using
fillable form and based on information provided by
budget manager; proofread completed assignments

N

Communicate with personnel and various outside
agencies to exchange information and resolve issues or
concerns; serve as an informational resource for
employees regarding leave

Input a variety of data into an assigned computer
system; maintain automated records and files;
initiate queries and generate a variety of
computerized lists, spreadsheets and reports as
requested; assure accuracy of input and output data

y

y

Compose a variety of correspondence including interoffice communications, lists, notices, forms, letters,
memoranda and other materials; disseminate bulk
mailings as requested

Compile information and prepare and maintain a
variety of records and reports related to school
programs and activities; review and verify accuracy
and completeness of various documents; establish
and maintain filing systems; coordinate printing and
distribution of report cards as assigned by the
position; process and review various forms and
applications as needed

y

y

Perform variety of clerical duties related to assigned
activities such as answering phones, greeting visitors and
duplicating materials as assigned

Receive, open, sort, screen and distribute incoming
mail; receive and respond to e-mails; assist in the
preparation and dissemination of materials and
information to the public and staff regarding various
events and programs

y

Perform related duties as assigned

Operate a variety of office equipment including a
calculator, copier, laminator, fax machine, computer
and assigned software; operate a two-way radio as
assigned.

y

Communicate with staff and outside agencies to
exchange information and resolve issues or
concerns

y

y
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Observed
OR Noted

)
Human Resources Technician

)
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School Administrative Assistant II

Observed
OR Noted

Monitor inventory levels of office and school
supplies; order, receive and assure adequate
inventory levels of office and school supplies;
prepare purchase requisitions for supplies and
services using District systems and based on
information provided by the budget manager; submit
purchase requisitions to the budget manager for
approval; submit purchase requisitions to the
appropriate department for approval and/or
processing

N

Perform related duties as assigned

y

--
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PERSONNEL COMMISSION
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
January 9, 2018
AGENDA ITEM NO 7.8.
SUBJECT: DESK AUDIT- SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In March of 2017, School Administrative Assistant II (SAA2) Marie Ferguson requested
Working Out of Class pay for performing duties identified with the higher ranged classification
of Human Resources Technician (HR Tech). Ms. Ferguson is currently assigned to Berkeley
High School (BHS). Mr. Peter Rogosin, Interim Director, submitted his recommendation to the
Personnel Commission at the April 6, 2017 Commission meeting as agenda item 1Of/g. Attached
is that recommendation. In July of 2017, Mr. Rogosin drafted an agenda item for placement on a
future Commission agenda and that item was passed on to myself and is included in this agenda
item for informational purposes only. Mr. Rogosin informed me that he did go to BHS on at
least one occasion to observe Ms. Ferguson in the performance of her duties as a SAA2.
However, those observation results were not provided to me. I met with Ms. Ferguson at BHS
on two separate occasions to observe her in the conduct of her assignment as SAA2. On Friday,
November 17, 20171 was at BHS from 7:30am to 11 :30am and again on Tuesday, November 28,
2017 from 12:30pm to 3 :OOpm. I have included with this agenda item, my hand written notes
from those dates as I observed Ms. Ferguson as she conducted her daily desk tasks and duties.
Ms. Ferguson and I have discussed this audit on more than one occasion and she has also
provided me documentation such as two different BHS Job Responsibilities for the same school
year (included) as well as email's (not attached) in support of this audit. I have reviewed both
classifications (HR Tech and SAA2). I have provided a side-by-side comparison of the essential
duties listed for both classifications annotating whether that specific duty was observed. My
recommendations are as follows:
DIRECTOR'S RECOMMENDATION
1. Having conducted observations and audited all information provided, I find that Ms. Ferguson
is working within the scope of her current classification of School Administrative Assistant II.
2. I concur with Interim Directors' (Mr. Rogosin) informational recommendation from July
2017 that the class description for the School Administrative Assistant II be revised to include
changes in the level-defining characteristics noted in Mr. Rogosin's recommendations. I would
like to submit that the SAA2 classification description should be revised and, with the
Commission's direction; bring the revision to the next meeting.
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BBS Clerical Support Team
Job ResponsibWtles 2017-2018

Name

General Duties
- School Admin. Asst. II

Principal's omce

BudgetOfilce

a1-.·r··
•

-

g

....

Front Office

a

a

Principal's General Assistant
Certificated Absence Certificates
Teacher Sign-Ins for PD
Princi al's Liaison
Aclmin. Asst. II
Budget
Supplies
Purchasing
Receiving
Warehouse
Timesheets
Xerox
Administrator/Maintenance
Other duties assi ned b Princi al
SchoolAdnlin.Asst.ll Registration/Admissions
Transfers in/ out, Transcripts
Emergency Cards & Immunizations
Bad Addresses/Returned Mail
Student Bulletin
Substitute Teachers
Daily Sub List, Sub Keys
Lottery & Zoning
#2 on Phones
Mail

TBD- Student Body Acct. Tech
R:ifstrar's Office

12

Supervise Student Proctors
Clerical Support to 7 L
Other Duties as Asst ned b
Student Body Accounts
Check Writing
Event and Test Registration Sales
Bank Deposits
Reports/Daily Cash Receipts
Posting to Journal Cash Received
Monthly Financial Reports
Free Graduation Tickets
Clerical Support to ~
Other Duties as assi ned b Princi al
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- Clertcal Asst. III
Front Office

u

a,

#1 on Phones
Greet all visitors
Primary contact for

security/ custodians
General Information
Maintain Staff phone Roster
Support/Liaison for students and staff
'
Supply Keys
Issue parking Permit Tags
Facilities Calendar (minus sen
Clerical support to facilities manager
Other duties assi ned b Princi al
JFJJ?
School Admin. Asst I Work Permits
Reglstrar·s Office
Process transcripts
s·
o
Student Verification Forms
CAHSEE Mailings/Input
Clerical Support to llilia
Other duties as assi ed b
Counseling
Office Support
D T
Student Records Asst
Counseling Office
Support for Counselor Duties
Student Activities Support
Power School upkeep
Master Schedule Support
ID card processing
Schedule Counseling Appointments
Proctor Monitoring
Clerical Support to . .
Other duties as assi ned b Princi al
Enter/Change Grades
- Registrar
Evaluate of district transcripts
Sending Transcripts to Colleges
Verification
Maintain Student Files
Graduation List and Diplomas for BHS
BHS and ISP Reports
Entering and FiXing Transcripts
Social Security and School verification
Back up to Marie for registration and
transfer in/ out students
Maintain list of student planning on
graduating early
Concurrent Student Enrollment
Other duties asst ned b Princi als

a
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·1

I

&

- Attendance

Technician
Attendance Office

- Attendance

Technician
Attendance Office

Sub - Attendance Technician
Attendance Office

a:

•.TA

Admin. Asst. I
f TTIIJ

Vacant- Librruy Media Tech.
Book Room

a

Lt&

a

Prepares attendance reports for staff
administration
State reporting
Prepares clearance slips for students
Inputs data on absences
Clerical Support to
Spanish translation for Attendance
Office
PE Wavier Processing
Maintains student attendance flies
Other duties assi ned b Princi al
Prepares attendance reports for staff
administration
State reporting
Prepares clearance slips for students
Inputs data on absences
Clerical Support to Maintains student attendance files
Other duties assi ned b Princi al
Prepares attendance reports for staff
administration
State reporting
Prepares clearance slips for students
Inputs data on absences
Clerical Support to
Maintains student attendance ftles
Other duties assi ned b Princi al
Volunteer Coordinator
Recruits and trans volunteers to
support BHS staff and events
Parent Communication - E-tree
Coordination of mailings
Support to College/Career Center
Outreach to incoming families and
tours
Other du ties assi ned b Princi al
Library
Maintains Textbook Tracker and
library files
Checks te:x.1:books in and out
Order/ purchase te>..1:books
Invento textbooks
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BBS Cledcal Support Team
Job Responsibilities 2017-18
Warne
J I

General Duties
Admin Coordinator

Principal's Oflice

Certificated Absence Certificates
Teacher Sign-Ins for PD
Princi al.'s Liaison
Budget
Supplies
Purchasing
Receiving
Warehouse

8:0C>-4:00
k...

•

•

•

•:

..

-.

Principal's General Assistant

.. . . .

Timesheets

Front Office

- Program Assistant

7:3()-3:30

ru •

111

a

Xerox Administrator & Maintenance
Other duties assi ed
Princi al
Registration/Admissions
-transfers in/out/transcripts
Emergency Cards & Imm1mizations
Bad Addresses/Returned Mail
Student Bulletin
Substitute Teachers & Sub Keys
~
Daily Sub List
1 ~.-',~ vJ.;
~
Lottery Support 1Jlo1now1ou
#2 on Phone;~'"
Staff Mail/M.JmJ
Supervise Student Proctors
Clerical Support to • •
Other Duties as Assi ed
Princi al
Maintains accounting records for
student clubs and other funds
Performs bookkeeping activities using
accounting software
Produces month-end and year-end
financial reports
Prepares documents for annual audit
Provides customer service to account
holders
Clerical Support to
Other Duties as assi ed.

Pt,fcJicts

TBD - Student Body Acct. Tech
Registrar's Oflice
9:30-2:15

':J
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%1

i

Clerical Specialist

Front Office
8:00-4:00

l

, Program Asst.

Registrar's Office
8:00-4:00

,rzran •

-

.... ·~'~- .
- -Counseling Office
-

~

- .. ,
Asst.

8:00-4:00

FPS zs

7

I5 &

Registrar

Registrar's Office
8:00-4 :00

Program Asst.
Attendance Office
8:00-4:00

#1 on Phones
Greet all visitors
Primary contact for
security'/ custodians
General Information
Maintain Staff phone Roster
Support/Liaison for students and staff
Supply Keys
Iss u e parking Permit Tags
Facilities Calendar (minus BCT)
Clerical support to facilities manager
Other duties assi ed b Princi al
Work Permits
Process transcripts
Student Verification Forms
Clerical Support to 9
Other duties as assi ed b
al
Counseling Office Support
Support for Counselor Duties
Student Activities Support
Illuminate upkeep
Master Schedule Support
ID card processing
Schedule Counseling Appointments·
Proctor Monitoring
Clerical Support to ...._
Other duties as assi ed b
al
Maintains student files
Maintains BHS graduation list
Coordinates early graduation petitions
Processes grade change requests
Evaluates and verifies transcripts
Sends Transcripts to Colleges
Provides Enrollment Verification
manages concurrent student
enrollment process
Back up to Marie for registration and
transfer in/ out students
Other duties assi ed b Princi al
Prepares attendance reports for staff
administration
State reportin g
Prepares clearance slips for students
Inputs data on absences
Clerical Su art to~
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~

sJ z

a

Attendance Office

Program Asst.

8:00-4:00

I

- Sr. Records

Clerk
Attendance Office

8:00-4:00

- Program Asst.
Front Office
9:30-2:30

Sub - Library Media Tech.
Book Room
8:00-4:00

a
-

- Clerical Assistant

College & Career Center
8:00-1:45

Spanish translation for Attendance
Office
PE Waiver Processing
Maintains student attendance files
Other duties assi ed b Princi al
Prepares attendance reports for staff
administration
State reporting
Prepares clearance slips for students a
Inputs data on absences
Clerical Support to ~
Maintains student attendance files
Other duties assi ed b Princi al
Prepares attendance reports for staff
administration
State reporting
Prepares clearance slips for students
Inputs data on absences
Clerical Support t o ~
Maintains student attendance files
Other duties assi ed b Princi al
Volunteer Coordinator
Recruits and trans volunteers to
support BHS staff and events · · ·
Parent Communication - E-tree
Coordination of mailings
Outreach to incoming farniJies and
tours
Other duties assi ed b Princi al
Librmy
Maintains Textbook Tracker and
library files
Checks textbooks in and out
Order/purchase textbooks
Invento textbooks
Administrative support for the CCC
Maintains schedule for college
advising app'ts (grades 11-12)
Schedules college visits into the CCC
Maintains CCC reservation calendar
Communicates CCC information to
students, staff and families
Distributes fee waivers for
standardized tests

Other duties assi

ed b Princi al
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SubD8§k
7:30 - 8:46 dally
• Arrive, check Aesop, take out keys from drcpbox. print out sub list for day and put on
dlpboard.
• Remain In desk area until start of first period. Welcome au subs - give out keys and log
In stfckers.
• Aa needed, get coverage for unfilled teacher sub jobs.
o Ask arrMng subs if they'd Uke to pick up another period coverage (and thank
them if they dol)
o Call teachers with preps as llsted on the spreadsheet and the Dbrary (and thank
any teacher who pfcks up a period coverage and remind them to bJm In their blue
sheet)
o If periods remain uncovered after above two groups are exhausted, walk down to
request coverage by counselors. Make an effort to request coverages from
counsefors of teachers fn the SLCs they support. (And of course thank them for
helplng outl)
By 11:30
• Organize all sub tlmesheets, complete the reason for teacher absence column, place on
Shannon's desk by lunch for signatures. If Shannon Is out. Erin can sign. If Erin Is
unavaflable, Rhonda can sign. (Thank Erin or Rhonda for pinch hitting when necessary)
(Note times shift for Mondays due to late start)

Ongoing/ P@IIY
• Process registration of new students and transfers In and out as famJDes and students
arrive
•

•
-. _ ~
•
•

o Be a welcoming presence for famllles new to BHS and those In transition
Provide backup on the phones and radio throughout day. Co-ordinate with Victoria to
be primary coverage of phones and radio when she is on break or lunch•.
Sort mall and handle returned mall.
Process Emergency Cards/
1-11.wl
Work with Tamara on lottery process lndtidlng zoning students.
Provide other clerical support to Shannon and Principal as assigned.

'If.,

Weekly
•
•

Send Etree bulletin to familles on MonlWed/Fri
Send emall bulletin summary to students weekly on Fridays
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

Human Resources Department

ClASSIFICA110N AND
POSfflON DBCR1Pl10N

TITLE:

School Administrative
Assistant II

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:

Asassfaned

CLASSIRCATION:

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACf CLASSIRCATION:

Non-Exempt

WORKYEAR:

Non-Administrative
aasslfled Technlcal
10 months/calendar 5007

HOURS:

APPROVED:
Board

Commission

SALARY GRADE:

June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assfanecl
Schedule: 56

Range:46

BASIC FUNCTION:

Under the direction of an elementary, mfddfe or alternative school prlnclpal, plan, organize and coordinate a
wide variety of administrative and other office functions and activities related to the administration and
operations at the school; serve as administrative support to the prlndpal and coordinate communications
between students, parents, staff and visitors; train, assign and coordinate the work of assigned school personnel.

DISTINGUISHING atARAaERISTICS:
The School Admlnlstratlve Assistant II classlftcatlon provides primary support to an elementary, mlddle or
alternatlve school principal. Incumbents require thorough knowledge of school operations, poltdes and

procedures and serve as the school office lead.
The School Administrative Assistant Ill classfflcation provides primary and complex administrative support to the
high school or adult school prlndpal. Incumbents require thorough knowledge of school operations, pollcles and
procedures, and serve In a lead capacity, providing training and guidance to other clerical staff In the office.
The School Administrative Assistant I classification supports a certificated administrator at a school and may

serve as an office lead.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
• Plan, organize and coordinate a wide variety of administrative and other office functions and actlvltfes
related to the administration and operations at the school; assist In assuring smooth and efftdent office
operations; coordinate and organize office communications and Information.
•

Greet and assist students, parents, staff, and visitors; Initiate and receive telephone calls; screen and
route calls; take and relay messages; provide general Information concerning school operations and

a~~~~-=an!d!p~roced~~u~res~-----------------~
•

Assist the Human Resources Department with facilitating site substitute coverage using the automated
substitute employee management system; greet and assist substitute employees by providing keys,
materials and pertinent Information

ATTACHMENT C

ATTACHMENT C

ATI"ACHMENT A
•

Train, assign and coordinate the work of assigned school personnel; prepare absentee forms as directed;
review work for accuracy, completeness and compliance with established gufdelfnes and procedures

•

•

Coordinate, schedule and attend a variety of meetfnss as assigned; prepare and send out notices of
m~tfngs; maintain appofnbnent and actfvfty calendar for the school and the prlndpal; reserve fadlltfes;
co feet and compile Information for meetings, projects and workshops·1 prepare agendas and take
minutes as dfrected
Partldpate In schedullng and coordinating various spedal events and other activities as assigned by the

position

•

Prepare personnel requisitions for position or staffing changes using the District systems and based on
information provided by the budget manager; submit personnel requisitions to the budget manager for
approval and route to appropriate department for approval and/or processing;

•

Collect and code tfmesheets according to Information provided by the budget manager and submit
timesheets to the budget manager for approval; route tlmesheets to appropriate department for
approval and/or processing according to established tfmellnes and procedures

•

Monitor accuracy of student enrollment; add/drop/transfer students as needed; assign teachers and
students to classes/sections;

•

Clear student absences and correct student attendance based on telephone 1085, emails and parental
notes; prepare student attendance letters and generate student attendance reports
Administer first aid according to established procedures as needed; log medications provided to the
students; generate, update and distribute the health alert list to staff for students with food allergies and
medical conditions

•

•

Perform other actlvftles In support of the assigned office lndudlng reglsterlng/transfemn1 students,
receiving and processing money for fees, maintaining sign In/sign out sheets, and assisting with students
sent to the office for health, dlsdpllne or other matters; participate In coordinating events such as
graduation/promotion, picture days, mandated health screenings

•

Compose correspondence; keyboard, format and process a variety of records and documents related to
assigned activities such as letters, lists, memoranda, bulletins, reports, requisitions, flyers, posters, forms,
packets or other materials from detailed or rough copy; prepare contracts using fillable form and based
on Information provided by budget manager; proofread completed assignments

•

Input a variety of data Into an assigned computer system; maintain automated records and flies; Initiate
queries and generate a variety of computerized lists, spreadsheets and reports as requested; assure
accuracy of Input and output data

•

Compile Information and prepare and maintain a variety of records and reports related to school
programs and activities; review and verify accuracy and completeness of various documents; establish
and maintain flltng systems; coordinate printing and distribution of report cards as assigned by the
position; process and review various forms and appltcatlons as needed

•

Receive, open, sort, screen and distribute Incoming mall; receive and respond to e-mails; assist In the
preparation and dissemination of materials and Information to the public and staff regarding various
events and programs
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•

Operate a variety of office equipment fndudfng a calculator, copier, lamfnator, fax machine, computer

and assigned software; operate a two-way radio as assigned.
•

Communicate with staff and outside agendes to exchange Information and resolve Issues or concerns.

Monitor inventory levels of office and school supplies; order, receive and assure adequate Inventory levels of
office and school supplies; prepare purchase requisitions for supplies and services uslns District systems and
based on Information provided by the budget manqer; submit purchase requisitions to the budget manager for
approval; submit purchase requisitions to the appropriate department for approval and/or processing

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABIUTIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:

Modem office practices, procedures and equipment
PoUcles and objectives of assfsned programs and activities
Attendance polldes, guidelines and procedures
Record-keeping and report preparation techniques
Telephone techniques and etiquette
Correct Engffsh usage, grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary
Business letter and report writing, editing and proofreading
Computer and assigned software
Methods of collecting and organizing data and Information
Oral and written communication skills
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and professlonallsm

Basic math
Basic first aid and CPR techniques
ABIUTYTO:
Plan, organize and coordinate a wide variety of administrative and other office functions and activities related to
the administration of diverse pn,srams and operations
Answer telephones and greet the pubUc professionally
Assist In assuring smooth and efficient office operations
Interpret, apply and explain applicable laws, codes, rules and regulations
Maintain records and prepare reports
Keyboard or Input data at an acceptable rate of speed
Operate a variety of office equipment fndudlng a computer and assigned software appllcatfons and systems

Understand and follow oral and written directions
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Communicate effectively both orally and In writins
Compose correspondence and written materials Independently or from oral Instructions
Complete work with many Interruptions
Meet schedules and tfmellnes
Receive, sort and distribute mall
Add, subtract, multiply and divide quickly and accurately
Admfnlster baste Rrst aid and CPR as needed
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EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school supplemented by college-level course work In

business, secretarial science or related field and five years of Increasingly responsible secretarial and derfcal
school office experience Involving public contact
UCENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid Rrst Aid and CPR certification issued by an authorized agency preferred
Some Incumbents In this dasslflcatlon may be required to speak, read and write In a designated second language

WORKING CONDfflONS:

ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
Constant Interruptions
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
.
Hearing and speaking to exchange Information In person and on the telephone
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Bending at the waist or kneeling to file or retrieve materials

HAZARDS:
Contact with dlssatlsfled or abusive Individuals

Exposure to blood-borne pathogens and Infectious diseases
Exposure to Illness and contagious conditions (e.g., lice, chicken pox, flu)
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department

aASSIRCATION AND
POSfflON DESCRIPTION

TITLE:

Human Resources

REPORTS TO:

Asasslped

DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:

Technician
Human Resources

QASSIFICATION:

Non-Administrative
Classlfled Tedtnlcal

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
Acr CLASSIFICATION:

WORK YEAR: HOURS:

Non-Exempt

12 months/Cslendar 2000
7.5 hours per day or

SALARY GRADE:

Schedule:5&
Range:48

---·-··

duty days/hours as asslped

APPROVED:

Board
Commission

June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

BASIC FUNCl'ION:

Under the direction of an assigned supervisor, perform a variety of technical duties In support of dasslfled and/or
certificated human resources operations and activities; participate In the reaultment, saeenlng and processing
of new personnel; provide Information and assistance to employees, Job applicants and the general publfc
regarding personnel functions, policies and procedures; prepare and maintain a variety of manual and automated
personnel flies, records and reports.
~

REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
Distinguishing Characteristics:
The Human Resources Technician working for the Personnel Commission performs a variety of duties In support
of the Merit System such as recruitment, testing and staffing.

ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
•

Perform a variety of technical duties fn support of classified and/or certificated human resources
operations and activities; resolve personnel-related issues and concerns with discretion and
conffdentiallty; refer more difficult or sensitive Issues to supervisor as needed

•

Participate In the reaultrnent, saeenlng, testing and processing of new personnel according to
established procedures; collect and process various employment forms and applications; arrange
Interview panels and testing activities; arrange and follow-up for clearance on fingerprints; forward new
employee Information to appropriate departments

•

Serve as an Informational resource to employees, job applicants and the general publfc; respond to
Inquiries and provide Information regarding Job openings and personnel functions, polfdes and
procedures; distribute and assist applicants with completing required forms and appUcations; provide
employment verifications; receive and respond to telephone calls and e-mails as appropriate

•

Input a variety of employee Information and other personnel data into assigned computer system;
maintain automated employee records and flies; generate a variety of computerized lists and reports;
ensure accuracy of Input and output data
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•

Establish and maintain a variety of personnel flies and records according to established polfdes and
procedures; update records and files with employee information, position control number, Job locatton,
Job assignment, payroll Information, sick and vacation leaves, and other related Information; prepare
documents for Board approval

•

Prepare and distribute announcements for job openfnp; place advertisements In various media; review
applfcations for minimum qualifications and completeness; verify background Information; notify
candidates of testing and interviewing activities; compile and prepare interview packets; assure
compliance with State and federal rules and regulations

•

Provide Information to new employees regarding vacation days, sick leave day$ TB clearance benefits
and District rules and regulations; determine proper salary placement; monitor ;mployee lons'evlty and
notify appropriate personnel of changes In salary step progression and benefits elfglbllfty

•

Utilize the computer and web-based substitute system as appropriate; locate and arrange for substitutes
including long-term substitutes, llmlted term an provisional employees to cover employee absences or
short term needs; assist District staff with securing substitute, llmfted term or provisional employees;
Input and maintain substitute, limited term, and provisional employee records; process substitute,
limited term and provlsfonal employee applications and assist with hiring substitute, llmlted term and
provfstonal staff; troubleshoot system software problems as needed; train others In the proper use of the

system
•

Organize and coordinate the screening, testing, scoring, data collection and processing of dasslfled
and/or certificated appllcants according to established Education Code, Merit Rules and human resources
procedures; perform compliance tracking and reporting of classified provlsfonal and llmited-term
vacancies; report discrepancies and compliance tracking discrepancies to designated administrator

•

Process State disablllty and paid family leave claim forms; respond to inquiries from State of callfomla
examiners

•

Input and track employee information in designated database/system; Identify leave status; monitor
leave dates and contact site supervisors to assure employees' returned as scheduled; notify site
supervisors of changes regarding duration of employees' leave of absence; process and file absence
certificates; enter and monitor accrual of sick leave, personal leave, vacation and personal necessity
leaves aa:ordlns to established time IJnes and guldellnes

•

Operate a variety of office equipment including a calculator, copier, fax machine, computer and assigned
software

•

Communicate with personnel and various outside agencies to exchange Information and resolve issues or
concerns; serve as an Informational resource for employees regarding leave

•

Compose a variety of correspondence including Inter-office communications, lists, notices, forms, letters,
memoranda and other materials; disseminate bulk mailings as requested

•

Perform variety of derlcal duties related to assigned activities such as answering phones, greeting visitors
and duplicating materials as assigned
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OTHER DUTIES:

ATTACHMENT A

Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:

KNOWLEDGE OF:
Human resources office functions, practices and procedures
Practices and procedures related to classified and/or certificated personnel
District contracts and bargainfng units
Applicable laws, codes, regulations, policies and procedures related to assigned human resources activities
Operations, policies and objectives relating to human resources activities
Record-keeping and report preparation techniques
Correct English usage, grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary
Telephone techniques and etiquette

Modern office procedures and record-keeping techniques
Oral and written communication skills
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and professionalism
Operation of a computer and assigned software
Technical aspects of field of specialty
Data entry and retrieval techniques
Mathematical computations
ABlUlYTO:
Perform a variety of technical duties in support of human resources operations and activities
Participate in the recruitment, screening and processing of new personnel
Provide information and assistance to employees, job applicants and the general public regarding personnel
functions, policies and procedures
Prepare and maintain a variety of manual and automated personnel files, records and reports
Prepare announcements for job openings and place advertisements
Interpret, apply and explain rules, regulations, policies and procedures
Distribute, screen and process employment applications and other personnel-related documents
Maintain confidentiality of sensitive and privileged information
Compose correspondence and written materials independently
Keyboard or input data at an acceptable rate of speed
Understand and follow oral and written instructions
Operate a variety of office equipment including a computer and assigned software
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Meet schedules and time lines
Complete work with many interruptions
Determine appropriate action within clearly defined guidelines
Make mathematical computations with speed and accuracy

ATTACHMENT C
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ATTACHMENT A
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:

combination equivalent to: graduation from high school supplemented by college level murse work In
human resources or related field and three years inaeasfngly responsible administrative experience In a human

Any

resources office
WORKING CONDfflONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment

Constant Interruptions
Interactions with dissatisfied, hostile and Irate fndMduals
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Hearing and speaking to exchange Information In person and on the telephone
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time

Seeing to read a variety of materials
Bending at the waist or kneeling to file and retrieve materials
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Berkeley Unified School District
2020 Bonar Street, The Tech Lab, Room 126
Berkeley, CA 94702

Personnel Commission Special Meeting Minutes
January 25, 2018- 3:00 pm

1.

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 3:06 pm.

2.

Roll Call & Establishment of Quorum
Chairperson Goldstein, Vice-Chairperson Ortiz, Commissioner Carter were present, and a quorum was established

3.

Public Comments
Linette Robinson, Instructional Assistant II at Berkeley High, commented that although the Personnel Commission
and the Board are separate entities, the District has policies and procedures which are not consistently applied
and there are missing checks and balances for independent oversight. She expressed concern about the integrity
of a process where, when an employee brings forward a complaint about this, the District is the entity deciding
the outcomes of the claim against itself. She admonished the Personnel Commission to take an independent
stance, to be watchful for issues pertaining to retaliation, and to question and follow up promptly on such cases.

4.

Approval & Adoption of Agenda
Vice-Chairperson Ortiz made motion to approve the agenda; Commissioner Carter seconded the motion,
Approved, 3-0

5.

Conference Items
a)

Desk Audit- School Administrative Assistant II
Secretary Duwel reported that in March of 2017 Interim Classified Director Rogosin conducted a desk audit
for Ms. Ferguson; she added that she also conducted two subsequent audit observations on two different
days for that position. She reported that Ms. Ferguson was very professional and quick to respond to the
duties assigned to her but, based on her observation, she believes that the degree of work performed out
class is minimal in the context of Ms. Ferguson's overall duties. Secretary Duwel suggested that the District
provide better training for teachers on their obligations for entering substitute teacher requests into AESOP
and clarify the handoff to staff for substitute coordination. Vice-Chairperson Ortiz said that he appreciates
the recommendation.
Paula Phillips, BCCE President, commented that it's the responsibility of the District to adjust the duties
assigned to Ms. Ferguson's position and doing so was the purpose of the most recent Class Study, which
sought to align the duties for all staff. She remarked that lengthy discussions at that time between the
Union and the District determined that the School Administrative Assistant II position would not be placed
in the high school. She observed that Ms. Ferguson's placement at Berkeley High was done with the
knowledge that Ms. Ferguson would be bullied in that position by other staff and that the workload for Ms.
Ferguson's role was/is much greater than that assigned to any other School Administrative Assistant II at a
non-high school site.
After Commissioner Carter asked Secretary Duwel if Ms. Ferguson is performing duties outside of her class
description, President Phillips responded that Ms. Ferguson's class description does not include an explicit
requirement for calling potential substitutes to take jobs because the teachers should be reporting their
ATTACHMENT C
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own absences into the automated system and that it is the District's responsibility to ensure the teachers
report their absences in this manner. Ms. Robinson added that the level of work performed by Ms. Ferguson
is not being addressed because the other clerical staff do not know how to perform Ms. Ferguson's duties.
Mark Ramia, Instructional Assistant II, SPED at Berkeley High, commented that when substitute School
Administrative Assistant II staff do her job, they do not have the level of knowledge that Ms. Ferguson has.
After further discussion. Chairperson Goldstein observed that there were multiple issues, not all of which
fall into the jurisdiction of the Personnel Commission. She suggested that the Personnel Commission revisit
the class description, and determine if a recommendation is warranted for upgrade to the position's salary
range and minimum qualifications when deployed at the high school level. Commissioner Carter suggested
that the Commission narrow its scope and only address whether Ms. Ferguson is working out of class.
Secretary Duwel noted there is a very limited overlap between Ms. Ferguson's role and the duties of the
Human Resources Technician as pertains to securing substitute teachers.
Commissioner Carter asked for clarification on the intent of the word 'assist' in the class description duty
pertaining to substitutes. President Philips responded that, due to workload, the role doesn't have time to
make multiple calls to find a substitute and the language is limited to "assist'' in the class description
because the Human Resources Technician position is tasked to find substitute teachers. Human Resources
Direct Brent Daniels said that School Administrative Assistant ll's basic function is to relieve the Principals
of their duties, and when an absence is reported Ms. Ferguson should call the District Office and
simultaneously use Berkeley High's internal system to see if any teachers are available to cover classes.
Chairperson Goldstein noted an overall lack of precision in the drafting of the class description as the role
is applied to a high school setting and recommended that it be revised. President Phillips commented that
per the BCCE contract, if a member is doing some of the duties of a higher class, they should be
compensated for working out of class. HR Director Daniels said that per Merit Rule 30.200.6, he believes
that Ms. Ferguson is performing duties within her class, as pertains to finding substitutes. Commissioner
Carter agreed that the class description required revision.
Chairperson Goldstein asked Secretary Duwel to recommend that the District update the language for the
duties in the class to match the work that she has observed is being done and, based on those changes,
advise the Commission of any need to review the class salary range.
Vice Chairperson Ortiz made a friendly amendment to the motion to include Secretary Duwel's review as
to whether changes in the language describing duties are material to Ms. Ferguson's position, and
quantification of time devoted to any duties. Secretary Duwel suggested this be addressed at the regular
March meeting; Commissioner Carter seconded the motion,
Approved, 3-0
b) Agenda Item Request
Chairperson Goldstein provided a recap of the events leading to the Commission's reinstatement of Ms.
Ferguson for a brief period for the purpose of completing the interactive process that was pending at the
time the District terminated her employment. Ms. Ferguson said that the interactive process did not
conclude until September [2016], and she was brought back to work by the Interim Assistant
Superintendent of HR, Lisa Van Thillo. Chairperson Goldstein acknowledged that while there are differing
opinions about the Commission's authority in this matter, she believes that the action taken was consistent
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PERSONNEL COMMISSION
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
April 11, 2019
AGENDA ITEM NO
SUBJECT: RECLASSIFICATION IN THE MATTER OF ERICA JOHNSON, SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
In the fall of 2016 School Administrative Assistant II (SAA2) Erica Johnson requested a
reevaluation of the classification study findings of her position.. Ms. Johnson is currently
assigned to Berkeley Technology Academy (BTA). Mr. Peter Rogosin, Interim Director,
formulated a draft recommendation for the Personnel Commission at the December 5, 2016
meeting. Ms. Johnson disputed Mr. Rogosin’s recommendations on February 3, 2017. At the
June 2, 2017 Personnel Commission Meeting, Mr. Rogosin submitted a recommendation to
reassign Ms. Johnson to (the then) vacant SAAIII position at the Berkeley Adult School (BAS).
At the meeting on September 7, 2017, Mr. Rogosin recommended that the District should
retroactively lay off Ms. Johnson. On September 13, 2017 I certified Ms. Johnson eligible to
interview for the SAAIII vacancy at BAS based on her previous qualification as a School
Secretary III. Ms. Johnson also participated in the SAAIII recruitment, placing on the eligibility
list, interviewed for the position and the list was extended by the Personnel Commission to
November 2019. I also conducted observations on two separate occasions in January 2018 and I
stand by my recommendations that were presented at the March 1, 2018 meeting.
DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
Ms. Johnson has completed two years of gradual accretion of duties putting her back to her
original School Secretary III; now School Administrative Assistant III. The consolidation of the
Berkeley Independent Study Program and the Berkeley Technology Academy under one site
Administrator along with the realignment of many duties and tasks supports this reclassification.
I recommend that the Personnel Commission approve this reclassification request.
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ATTACHMENT E

PERSONNEL COMMISSION
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
April 11, 2019
AGENDA ITEM NO
SUBJECT: CERTIFICATION OF ADDITIONAL ELIGIBLES PC RULE 50.200.5;
TRANSFER ELIGIBILITY PC 60.200.1A; RESTORATIONS PC RULE
60.200.3A
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A request for eligibility certification for the below listed classifications has been submitted in the
matter of Ms. Ellaray Waller; an employee who is currently out on extended sick leave
(EC§45195). Ms. Waller will be placed on the 39-month reemployment list with an effective
date of April 15, 2019.
Administrative Assistant II*
Buyer*
Facilities Security Officer*
Family Engagement & Equity Specialist*
Instructional Specialist**
Lead Accounts Payable Technician*

Payroll Specialist (5/2/2019)
Registrar*
Restorative Justice Coordinator*
School Administrative Assistant II (3/20/2020)
Special Education Data Technician*
Student Welfare & Attendance Specialist
(1/29/2020)

DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
I recommend that Ms. Ellaray Waller be certified for one (1) year to interview for the below
listed classifications:
Administrative Assistant II*
Buyer*
Family Engagement & Equity Specialist*
Lead Accounts Payable Technician*
Payroll Specialist (5/2/2019)

Registrar*
School Administrative Assistant II (3/20/2020)
Special Education Data Technician*
Student Welfare & Attendance Specialist
(1/29/2020)

I do not recommend certification in the following classifications:
Facilities Security Officer*
Requires specific certification for SB 1626 School Security Certification and BSIS certification
for Guard Card
Instructional Specialist**
Multiple specialties are indicated within the classification; each one have specific certification
and experience levels.
Restorative Justice Coordinator*
Requires specific restorative justice experience with trauma-informed systems to include
mediation and conflict resolution.

*no current list

**lists for specialties

Has held a provisional/limited term assignment
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Office of the Personnel Commission
2020 Bonar Street, Suite 206
Berkeley, CA 94702
(510)644-8975

Berkeley Unified Sc hool District

Agenda Item Request Form
You may fax thisfonn to (510) 644-6151 attention to Personnel Commission, hand deliver it to the address above or scan and email to
erinarinez@berkeley.net The Personnel Commission office is open Monday through Friday from 8:00am to 4:00pm.

The deadline for submitting a request for items to be included in a Personnel Commission Meeting is 4:00pm, 7 calendar days prior to
the Personnel Commission Meeting you are considering. This form can be obtained from Personnel Commission staff or by
downloading the form from the Berkeley Unified School District website under the Personnel Commission.

Ellaray Waller

Name of Person Requesting Item:

Telephone Number: _

----

(Date:

03/26/2019

Email Address:

Place on agenda as: D Discussion Item (This item is presented for discussion only and may be carried over from a prior meeting.

D Conference

No
action will be taken on this item)
Item (This item is presented for discussion and action and may be carried over from a previous
meeting)

Description of Item:
Certification for classifications

Background Information:
(Please attach or include some background information to assist the Personnel Commission in determining
appropriate action.)

After several requests for medical accommodations that were denied by HR Director Brent Daniels, I am asking to be
certified to become eligible for posmons w1th1n other class1f1cauons according to my minimum quallf1cat1ons and curren
salary range as listed in the BCCE Classification Schedule for the following positions listed in ranges 46 through 51:
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS SPECIALIST
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II
FACILITIES SECURITY OFFICER
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT/EQUITY SPECIALIST
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II
INSTRUCTIONAL SPECIALIST
LEAD ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE COORDINATOR
PAYROLL SPECIALIST
BUYER
REGISTRAR
SPECIAL EDUCATION DATA TECHNICIAN
SIi !DENI WEI EARE & ATTEND SPECIAi ISI

For Personnel Commission Use Only:
Date of Chairperson Review: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Determination:D Place on agenda for meeting of ______________________
Date of Personnel Commission Meeting
D Place on agenda a s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Type of Item
D Do not place on agenda
ATTACHMENT E

For Office Use Only
EV UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
ATTACHMENT
Office of Human Resources
Date TEJ'J_ked:
2134 Martin Luther King Jr. Way • Berkeley, CA 94704-1180 • (510) 644.-6150

BER

Initia11:-;J// ()

APPLICATION FOR CLASSIFIED EMPLOYMENT

SUBSTITUTE

Print in Ink or Type. Answer all questions completely and accurately.

PO�LTIONAPPLIEDFoR.�

p))1n / ;s-lrA-1_,ve-/t!
"'

:z

e-t ,'e_14r /

Sl>
3
<D

Name: ___
;J�lt:.......L..�.,__�_t<--__�£=-'-/_f&.-....;__o...
( --+:'1-----Last

First

.

�

]_

<--e--___

Middle

Other names under which you have worked:

l _______________
11 A 'ilf.:S33
'r , e..-fo L-City, State, Zip: _.......___��..,__--=-.,.___;
=--------------------

Address: _

1

Phone:

Home

Business

Cell

E-ma l Address

If you are presently employed or were employed in the past by the District, please specify title, location·, and supervisor:

Can you, upon, hire, submit verification of your legal right to work in the United States? Yes O No
Are you eighteen years of age or older? rsa'Yes O No
Do you have a valid California Drivers License? fitYes O No
_
0
';-·'.
If applying for an entry level classification do you claim Veteran's Preference or Veteran's Disability Prefere�? ��
G")
•(If yes, provide separate dpcumentation.) O Yes !Sl'No
Have you ever been convicted of any criminal offense (felony or misdemeanor) other thanJTlinor traffic
violations? (See accompanying Supplemental Conviction Record form) O Yes (i)i<Jo
Have you been discharged from a position or released during probation for unsatisfactory service, or have y.ctJ
ever resignerJ,upon request to avoid discharge? (If yes, indicate employer, date and reason below.)
�
OYes IYNo
Do you have relatives who work for the District? (If yes, provide names below.) O Yes 6i1fo
Do you have any physical condition or handicap which might limit your ability to perform the job for which you
are applying? (If yes, request al)d complete a Reasonable Accommodation form available in the Human
Resources Office.) O Yes rg'No
Supply additional information for any question(s) above. (Use an additional sheet if necessary.)

ATTACHMENT E

Will you accept employment for? . ck all appropriate boxes):
ATTACHMENT E
61 Full Year
�School Year
-fSlf>art Time
For all clericaVadministratlV$3:ositions:
Typing speed: __
Please list the business machines you can operate: -¥-p.;�=,:.:;.;....;:;.._,....��=..!.�r-L-��wr'i
•'+1-e,..
n�e ::::::
.e_:...,.;._�
=..:,;.
!.!.· ..::::,...::.Sce:::..R..:.:;'11:..:...:
� �
� ,L..____
......;
.

In Case of emergency contact:
Phone5lo 71S' 8'153

Name ___......._;..a..=......a;;.a____""'"""""oa......+--+----...;.,------___;.,------Relationship

--¥,t-�------------------'
T INFORMATION

FILL IN THIS SECTION COMPLETELY. FAILURE TO DO SO WILL RESULT IN DISQUALIFICATION OF YOUR APPLICATION.
STATEMENTS SUCH AS "SEE RESUME" WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED IN UEU OF COMPLETiON.
Begin with your present employment and work back. Account for all time during the last ten (10) years, including periods of
unemployment. In addition, please describe any other related work experience. (Use additional sheets if more space is required.)
If ou have not worked in the last ten ears list our uali ·n ex rience before that time.

Employer:
Addfess:

City:

f/Z_ ZJ/oe}_

T ( A1) j J PFe/�

Supervisor's

Name & Tdle
Phone No.

"':)
J:) r e.n D

0�__...,.Zpo�'f..__·_
Froin: _____._�.....
State

fl

J

C

,. :
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o

ATTACHMENT E

·Yes

.Read? ___ Write? ___

Speak? .....,.-__,......__,.

Read?· ___ Write?�-- Speak?._. ----,--

EDUCATIONAL RECORD
Circle highest grade completed: 6

7

8

9

10 11

12 13

@

beyond

0 No

Did you graduate from High School?

Credits or Degree

College Attended (Name & Location)

_So l � AX) (!,()(Vlmun �-l (:DI l

l/

{!;,( �·

15

Other Specialized Training, provide information.

PROFESSIONAL REFERENCES.

<./Si I
The Berkeley Unified School District does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, gender, marital status, ancestry, political affiliation,
age, sexual orientation, disability, medical condition, national origin, or mental or physical handicap in any of its policies or procedures relatecfto ·
admissions, employment, educational services, programs or activities.

Read Carefully Before Signing

I authorize the investigation .of all statements contained in this application and certify that the information I have provided is true and •
correct. I understand that misrepresentation or omission of facts is cause for immediate dismissal and/or non-consideration for a position with
·
Berkeley Unified School District.
I release·from liability persons and organizations reporting information pursuant to an investigation of my statements provided in this
. application, and I waive any right of access to such information. I release Berkeley Unified School District and its agents from any· liabjlify
· · .in·. ·
connection with the use of information provided in said investigation.
I agree to be fingerprinted prior to hire, to submit to a completed m�ical examin�tio11 .if· requ_esttld �s peftin�ntJ!); thi�jJ.osiijtin, tq: �igO!., \c. < ·. ;
an oath of allegiance as required by law, and upon employment, to furnish such proof of age and eligibility'to· work in thiWriited States as may"•" ····· ·
be
reqw
rad.
i
#9-/&/�
S �bweM
�

t

Janaury 2010

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/ AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

ATTACHMENT E

ELLARAY WALLER

ATTACHMENT E

Oakland, Ca 94611-

EXECUTIVE ADMIN
Cultivated relationships and strategies with deliverance of comprehensive professional alternatives. Ascertained information pertinent
to productivity and completion of various transactions. Successfully maintained integrity of various projects ensuring accurate data
residuum and proper implementation of guidelines. Capable of analytically resolving issues under pressure exemplifying a broad
array of skills including, database management (Oracle /JOE), Kronos, Quickbooks, Lawson, expert level utilizing MS Office Suite,
maintaining budgets, and facilitating daily operational functions. Deliver insightful satisfaction through timely, business acumen.
Aggressive work ethic dedicated towards goals, as well as, a strong team player.

ESSENTIAL SKILLS
ACCOUNTING/ADMINSTRATION
•

,&.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administer AP/AR, invoices, payroll, ledger, book keeping, statements, facility/staff budgets, requisitions, end of day/month
closing, and purchase orders,
Consummate, Compile, and analyze financial information to prepare entries to accounts for daily productivity and schedules
Maintained comprehensive analysis, contracts, organized spreadsheets, daily and end of month reports, and electronic image
documentation for corporate, VA/FHA/HUD and residential loans
Public and staff liaison for personal and public relations
Research and analyze laws and regulations/Risk Management and Safety
Updated safety and various protocols according to federal, state, and city guidelines
Devise contracts, various reports, company records, presentations, meetings, fund raisers, meals and travel
Maintained high security accounts with various corporations
Prepare written opinions and decisions
Arrange Public Appearances and respond to request for information for media
Filed and retrieved corporate documents, records, and reports
Prepared/Completed simple 1040 to complex sole proprietorships, business, tax adjustments, and various filings

PROJECTMANAGEMENT
•
-.
•
•
-.
•
•
•
•

Coordinated functions/staff to ensure accordance with project requirements
Review/Investigate facilities and data to resolve and plan for any projected issues
Community Outreach - food, clothing, classes, l •1 time home buyers
Conduct research to identify problems and assess functions and operations to implement opportunities for improvement
Prepare marketing material and evaluations based on quantitative analysis
Monitor expenditures ensuring proper residuum of budget, variances, and deadline
Updated safety and company protocols according to government guidelines
Ascertain integrity of status reports
Conduct, study, and research information about laws and regulations

PERSONELL MANAGEMENT

• Managed/Supervised 30-40 including on-call staffing
• Review, Evaluate, Plan staff tasks and ascertain employee relations within local labor law compliance
• Conducted Interviews
• Created SOP guides to ascertain daily operational functions for improved productivity
• Train and consult new recruits on company procedures, policies, and software
• Prepare/consult on reviews, benefits, and workers compensation
• Implementation of Certification

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
BUSD - Secretary- 10/2010 - present
HR BLOCK- Tax Professional-Seasonal 10/2009 - 04/2012
US CENSUS BUREAU - Crew Leader Assistant -03/2009 - 07/2010
OFFICE TEAM/ACCOUNTEMPS - Executive Assistant-Temp 06/2006 - 09/2009
ASCENT HOME LOANS - Mortgage Consultant - 01/2006 - 11/2008
FWEA BERINGERS - JOE Analyst /Admin Production Coordinator-06/2006-12/2007
FRESH START MORTGAGE - Mortgage Consultant - 02/2003 - 08/2005
WEST CONTRA COSTA UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT- Executive Administrative Assistant-10/2001-02/2004
QRS CORPORATION - E Commerce Specialist-04/2000-08/2001
ATTACHMENT E
BANK OF AMERICA - Money Transfer Technician/Executive Administrative Assistant- 08/1998 - 04/2000

EDUCATION

ATTACHMENT E

D�gree: Some College - Attended University of Phoenix and Solano Community College 2.Syrs

ATTACHMENT E

V
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
PERSONNEL ACTION • STATUS CHANGE

@

CHANGE

DELETE

n

TO: Position Control / Payroll

7'-/ 6 0

SSN:
DATE EFFECTIVE:

(.()-/ 1/-1 (J

LAST NAME:
JOB CODE:

CERTIFICATED l LASSIFIED
(Circle -....,"--_
PERMANENT/PROBATIONARY/PROVISION�
(Circle One) ... OR ... STIPEND$-----ARST NAME,

!R(JR, IO o
�

POSITION TYPE: r � .><month
()(_J{clrcle One)

JOB TITLE:

��

l....,,,,f..U/Jegj}I�
V

PERS:

YES

NO

STRS:

YES

NO

EAP:

LOCATION NAME:-���
........__,.,..,,,.�
�
--� ----"-�

LOCATION#:

-I

GRP./CLASS/STEP

EXTRA COMPENSATION
DIFFERENTIAL

FTE

STEP INCREASE

PER DIEM

LONGEVITY

HOURLY RATE

PROF. GROWTH

BARGAINING UNIT

DEGREE
STIPEND
(CERTIFICATED)

ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS:
Attachments:

---

/ W-4

__.,,.../_ Direct Deposit Info.
___/__ Personnel Requisition

PREPARED BY:
TODAY'S DATE:
cc: Personnel File
Benefits
LeaveNacatlon Accrual
PERS

SR. BUDGET ANALYST:
UPDATED EMPLOYE STATUS CHANGE FORM.xis

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

PE~SON~EL REQUISITION

Berkeley Unified School District

INSTRUCTIONS: Use this form to create a new position, fill a vacant position (including transfer), change
FTE and to extend a previously approved position. Use for either certificated or classified requests. For professional experts recommended for hire attach a copy of job description and resume. Limited term positions
expire no later than June 30 of the current fiscal year. All effected budget managers should siQn requests for
split-funded positions. A list of names can be attached, if appropriate. Use Certificated Staff Extra Duty
Request (Form 22) for requesting certificated extra duty.

CERTIFICATED
(Check all appropriate boxes)
D Monthly Salary
0 Hourly/ Substitute
D Permanent
D Temporary
D Probationary
D Transfer
D Summer School

ass Entry Date_ _ __
Board Recs Date_ _ __
Fingerprints Date_ _ __
Req.#_ _ _ _ _ __
PC#_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Budget & Personnel use only

CLASSIFIED (Check all appropriate boxes)
D Monthly Salary
~urly
D Pe~ent
D Probationary
If Hourly check:
D Temporary

COACH
D Fall
D Winter
D Spring
D Summer
Stipend $_ _ __

D Provisional - 90 days (must be extended by Board)
D Transfer
D Limited Term - up to 6 Months
bstitute

D Student Worker

Check box that applies
~~;....,,;;,..:...."'""=~__;;....:.a.~..=:.,~:..._--~ DFTEo/o._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,.
otal Hours~}:Z6 ~ k4

Requ

New Status: Class:_Step:_
WORK CALENDAR
Previous Status: Class: __Step:_
o 11 Month
Perm.
Temp.
Sub.
Prov.
Month
Reason for
Request

D Vacancy

~ e w Hire

D
D

New Position
Reassignment

D Contract Change
D Budget Change
D Location Change
D 39 Mo. Layoff

D Dismissavrermination D C nge in FTE From_ _To_ _
D Recall From Layoff
D Resignation
D
Other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Retirement
(Specify In Comments}
D Approved Leave

Comments: (Note maximum budget limitation, if applicable)

% Salary to be
charged if multi-coded

BUDGET CODE
FUND

RESOURCE

LOCATION

YR

B.M.

OBJECT

GOAL

FUNCTION

DIST DEF

f

DISTRICT

SITE

FUNDING FUNDING

§3§ffl~§~§ffl§ffl§ffl~§ §§
Professional Expert
Resume:
D Attached
D On file
Date

Budget & Fiscal Manager

Signature

Director Classified Personnel - As Applicable
Mana er Certificated Personnel - As A licable
Associate Superintendent - As applicable

Signature

(for hires and authorization of new positions only)

DISTRIBUTION: ORIGINAL PERSONNEL

YELLOW BUDGET/ POSITION CONTROL

Date

ATTACHMENT E

PINK SCHOOL OR DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATOR

ATTACHMENT E

ass Entry Date__..---_

Berkeley Unified School District

PERSONNEL REQUISITION

INSTRUCTIONS: Use this form to create a new position, fill a vacant position (including transfer), change
FTE and to extend a previously approved position. Use for either certificated or classified requests. For pro
fessional experts recommended for hire attach a copy of job description and resume. Limited term positions
expire no later than June 30 of the current fiscal year. All effected budget managers should sig_n requests for
split-funded positions. A list of names can be attached, if appropriate. Use Certificated Staff Extra Duty
Request (Form 22) for requesting certificated extra duty.
CERTIFICATED
(Check all appropriate boxes)
D Monthly Salary
D Hourly / Substitute

COACH
D Fall
D Winter
D Spring
D Summer
Stipend $.____

...

} 90 days (must be extended by Board)
D Permanent (iiProvisional
D Transfer
D Probationary o LimitedTerm - up to 6 Months
if Hourly check:
-l(l'Substitute
Ji(Temporary
D Student Worker

I\

Position Title ~ (b
,.....,.,,.,.-,....,.,.,--..,...,,,....;._-4...!,..;;...;_________

Check box that a plies
r
�
FTE %
Q o L-'
D Total Hours._______

�;6

D Vacancy
D New Hire
D New Position
D Reassignment

Budget & Personnel use only

CLASSIFIED (Check all appropriate boxes)
D J,Aonthly Salary
D(Hou11lL.-.,,,,__

D Temporary
D Permanent
D Transfer
D Probationary
D Summer School

Reason for
Request

Board Recs Date.____
Fingerprints Date.____
Req.#-_______
PC#_
- ______

Requested Start Date

q

Requested End Date

;l�

tlf

IV 5( , l-f

New Status: Class:_Step:_
WORK CALENDAR
Previous Status: Class:_Step:_ o 10 Month
o 11 Month
D 12 Month
Prov.
Perm. Temp. Sub.

D Contract Change
D Budget Change
D Location Change
D 39 Mo. Layof f

D Dismissal/Termination D Change in FTE From__To__
D Recall From Layoff
D Resignation
D Other_________
D Retirement
(Specify In Comments)
D Approved Leave

Comments: (Note maximum budget limitation, if applicable)

{D

5

Lio fvv

)C-€»1 f\

'(�
% Salary to be
charged if multi-coded

BUDGET CODE
FUND

RESOURCE

YR

LOCATION

B.M.

OBJECT

GOAL

FUNCTION

DIST DEF

•

DISTRICT SITE
FUNDING FUNDING

, �§fflm,§§31E]fflffiEffl§ §§

l'l'- Nam�
- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - r -Professional
---,
Expert

J

qf Person Recommende<ii to Fill Position:
\
__
v::______ D See list attached
n....;,_cu�44--__;;_W
-=...,.
l�
__.:.,_
c:::=
1 Le
_:_c.<.-=t!:..!....l:
"""-l,.
Name of Personbetng replaced:

Requestqf (fl�a�e Print)

Val,{,f 1 �

,-

}

1-o/ AY'l�

Signature

f ;/ l----

Resume:
D Attached
D On file
Date
Date

t,/
i,·L--------------------1----------------t--------1
if{

Budget Manager (Please Print)

Signature

Date

~I.>.:!'

Budget & Fiscal Manager

Date

Director Classified Personnel - As Applicable
Mana er Certif icated Personnel - As A licable
Associate Superintendent - As applicable

Date.

(for hires and authorization of new positions only)

DISTRIBUTION: ORIGINAL PERSONNEL
Stock # 1-R.QM tFJro\

YELLOW BUDGET/ POSmON CONTROL

Date 1
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PINK SCHOOL OR DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATOR

3/27/2019

NEOGOV Insight - Application Detail
ATTACHMENT E

2015-08-24 - Administrative Assistant
Contact Information -- Person ID: 3137391
Name:

Ellaray Waller

Home Phone:
Email:
Month and Day of
Birth:

Address:

Oakland, California 94611
US

Alternate Phone:
Former Last
Name:
10/14

Personal Information
Driver's License:
Can you, after employment, submit proof of
your legal right to work in the United States?
What is your highest level of education?

Yes, California , B6905079 , Class C
Yes
Some College

Preferences
Types of positions you will accept:

Regular
Full
Time
Day

Types of work you will accept:
Types of shifts you will accept:
Objective
Contribute to a position that will suite and challenge my level of expertise in a diverse
environment with growth and advancement.
Education
College
Southern New Hampshire University
www.snhu.edu
5/2015 - 6/2016
Manchester, New Hampshire

Did you graduate: No
College Major/Minor: Business/Public
Administration
Units Completed: 42 Semester
Degree Received: Associate's

College
University of Phoenix
www.phoenix.edu
4/2012 - 4/2013
Oakland, California

Did you graduate: No
College Major/Minor: Business/Finance
Units Completed: 9 Semester
Degree Received: No Degree

College
Solano Community College
www.solano.edu
1/2009 - 8/2011
Fairfield, California

Did you graduate: No
College Major/Minor: Business/Finance
Units Completed: 24 Semester
Degree Received: No Degree

Work Experience
Benefits Admin Asst, Secretary, Payroll
Specialist, Admin Asst.
10/2010 - Present
Berkeley Unified School District
2020 Bonar St.
Berkeley, California 94702
5106448750

Hours worked per week: 37.5
# of Employees Supervised: 0
Name of Supervisor: Human Resources
May we contact this employer? Yes

Duties

ATTACHMENT E
https://secure.neogov.com/employers/app_tracking/view_resume.cfm?Print=Y&JobID=1227264&ResumeID=75476356&GetJSUserIDFromResume=yes
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3/27/2019

NEOGOV Insight - Application Detail
ATTACHMENT E
Benefits Administrative Assistant compiling employee benefit information for enrollment/retiree
updates. Maintain and create statistical/technical reports, audit files, logs, organize/prepare
records. Administrative work at various school sites maintaining various confidential duties
including ascertaining public, parental, employee data, scheduling, drafting letters/reports,
special forms, follow up on deadlines, and routine clerical tasks. Assist parents and faculty in
resolving issues for supplies, discipline, complaints, and emergencies when administrator is
unavailable. Payroll Specialist input payroll/benefit information, resolve payroll issues, and
assisted with employee inquiries.

Tax Professional
10/2009 - 4/2012
HR Block
www.HRBlock.com

Hours worked per week: 30
# of Employees Supervised: 0
Name of Supervisor: Sakilah Falenhousen Branch Manager
May we contact this employer? Yes

Travis AFB, California 94535

Duties
Prepared/completed simple individual and complex business taxes. Applied federal and state laws
when adhering to various individual and business situations. Compiled and researched state and
federal laws in conjunction with fiduciary duties as a licensed tax representative. Provided tax
assistance to clients electronically/online.
Reason for Leaving
Seasonal
Crew Leader Asst/Enumerator
3/2009 - 7/2010
US Census Bureu
ww.census.gov
10
Fairfield, California 94533

Hours worked per week: 40
# of Employees Supervised: 18
Name of Supervisor: Adrienne Patterson Crew Leader
May we contact this employer? Yes

Duties
Electronically graphed geographic areas and compiled public information for government records
and applications. Conducted residential and unincorporated land surveys. Constant contact with
residences in suburban and rural areas during collection of information.
Reason for Leaving
Temporary
Executive Admin Asst
6/2006 - 9/2009
Office Team/Accountemps
www.officeteam.com

Hours worked per week: 40
# of Employees Supervised: 24
Name of Supervisor: Brenda Jaye - Branch
Manager
May we contact this employer? Yes

Fairfield, California 94534

Duties
JDE Analyst ascertaining accounting information for production coordination with Beringer
Wineries. Maintained 12 day/12 graveyard shift wine production teams, on-call staffing,
shipping/receiving invoices/contracts, SOP's (Standards of Procedure), created/distributed
production reports and analysis for the needs of winemakers and various wine manufacturing
locations. Compiled, researched, and analyzed data for productivity reports on a daily, weekly,
monthly basis for Directors, VP's, and various locations in guiding daily/weekly conferences on
productivity. Adhere to federal/state law on records for accounting and transportation of raw
ATTACHMENT E
https://secure.neogov.com/employers/app_tracking/view_resume.cfm?Print=Y&JobID=1227264&ResumeID=75476356&GetJSUserIDFromResume=yes
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NEOGOV Insight - Application Detail

materials as required by law and company policies.

ATTACHMENT E

Reason for Leaving
Temporary
Mortgage Consultant
2/2003 - 11/2008
Fresh Start Mortgage/Ascent Home Loans
Fairfield, California 94533

Hours worked per week: 20
# of Employees Supervised: 2
Name of Supervisor: Ken Powell - Manager
May we contact this employer? Yes

Duties
Research prospect properties, analyze credit barriers of various prospect buyers and investors.
Conduct, study, and research information ordinances, zoning, laws, and regulations. Devise
investor contracts, and organize/process files for underwriting according to program guidelines.
Consummate and compile documents as requested by banks and investors.
Reason for Leaving
Market crashed
Certificates and Licenses
Type: Real Estate
Number:
Issued by:
Date Issued: 3 /2014

Date Expires: 3 /2018

Skills
Office Skills
Typing:
70
Data Entry: 10000
Other Skills
MS Office Suite Expert - 15 years and 0 months
Additional Information
References
Professional
Oglesy, Destiny
T
Travis AFB, California 94535

Professional
Rogers, Detrice
Teacher
Oakland, California 94605

Professional
Stanford, Brenda
Secretary with BUSD
Berkeley, California 94704

ATTACHMENT E
https://secure.neogov.com/employers/app_tracking/view_resume.cfm?Print=Y&JobID=1227264&ResumeID=75476356&GetJSUserIDFromResume=yes
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NEOGOV Insight - Application Detail
ATTACHMENT E

Professional
Soungpanya, Cassie
Manager
Fairfield, California 94533

Professional
Stuckey, Belinda
Benefits Supervisor
Berkeley Unified School District
2020 Bonar St. 2nd Fl
Berkeley, California 94702
5106444812
Professional
Fallansbee, Pauline
Director of Fiscal Services of BUSD
Berkeley Unified School District
2020 Bonar St Suite 230
Berkeley, California 94702
5106448915
Professional
Sanders, Kimberle
Risk Management Manager
2020 Bonar St Ste 234
Berkeley, California 94702
510644-6049
Professional
Fallansbee, Pauline
Fiscal Service Director
2020 Bonar St
Berkeley, California 94702
510-644-8915
Resume
Text Resume
Attachments

Attachment

File Name

File Type

Created By

ERW OFC.docx

ERW OFC.docx

Resume

Job Seeker

Agency-Wide Questions
1.

Q: Can you, upon hire, submit verification of your legal right to work in the United States?
A: Yes

2.

Q: Are you eighteen (18) years of age or older?
A: Yes

3.

Q: Do you have a valid California Drivers License or CA Identification card?
A: Yes

4.

Q: Do you have any physical condition or handicap which might limit your ability to
perform the job for which you are applying? (If yes, request and compete a Reasonable
Accommodation form available in the Human Resources Office)

ATTACHMENT E
https://secure.neogov.com/employers/app_tracking/view_resume.cfm?Print=Y&JobID=1227264&ResumeID=75476356&GetJSUserIDFromResume=yes
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A: No
5.

ATTACHMENT E

Q: If applying for an entry level classification do you claim Veteran's Preference or
Veteran's Disability Preference? (If yes, documentation is required)
A: No

6.

Q: Have you ever been or are you presently employed by the District?
A: Yes

7.

Q: If yes, please indicate your title, Supervisor and work location:
A: Benefits Admin Asst
Benefits/Risk Management
BUSD
2020 Bonar St. Berkeley, CA 94702

8.

Q: Have you been discharged from a position or released during probation for
unsatisfactory service, or have you ever resigned upon request to avoid discharge?
A: No

9.

Q: If you answered "yes" for the discharged question, indicate employer, date and reason
A:

10. Q: How did you hear about this posting?
A:

ATTACHMENT E
https://secure.neogov.com/employers/app_tracking/view_resume.cfm?Print=Y&JobID=1227264&ResumeID=75476356&GetJSUserIDFromResume=yes
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Berkeley Unified School District

APRIL2002
Title: ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

.Salary Range: aass SO
Definition:
Under direction of an assigned supervisor, assist in projects, programs or the administration and
operations of a department. Provides administrative support services requiring initiative and
independentjudgrnent in accord with general guidelines and procedures, including assignments
related to employee/employer relations.
Essential Job Duties:
The following tasks are essential for this position. Incumbents in thi$ classification may not perform
all of these tasks, or may perform similar related tasks not listed here.
1. Provide assistance by disseminating department, program or project information, preparing
agendas, attending meetings, taking minutes, assisting a designated administrator in the
fulfillment of programs or projects and their objectives. E
2. Perform specialized departmental administrative services including administrative clerical work
for an assigned supervisor. E
3. Analyze data and prepare regular reports, recaps and updates as assigned. E
4. Assist and oversee department and or project development processes and procedures. E
5. Monitor the implementation of District policies and procedures related to the department. E
6. Recommend possible policies and direction for a department or project and assist in detennining
compliance with department or project goals. E
7. Prepare oral, written and statistical reports of department or project effectiveness. E
8. \Vork with school or community committee and agency representatives relative to department
or project effectiveness. E
9. Operate as liaison between the department or project and the community. E
10. Frequently work independently to complete varied assignments. E
11. Assist in or independently conduct pre-service and in service training for school district
personnel and others involved with the department. E
12. May participate in budget control within department or project categories. E
13. Train and provide work directions to others as assigned. E
14. Assist in support of all office functions including customer service, purchase order processing
and coordination with personnel office. E
15. Assist in the drafting of Board documentation. E
16.. Assist in Merit Commission scheduling, coordination, agenda, annual repon and minutes
preparation. Attend Merit Commission meetings.
17. Composes correspondence and memoranda independently from verbal instructions.
18. Oversee timelines for employee perfonnance reviews in department.
19. Performs related duties as required.
Minimum Knowledge Skill and AbiJity:
Knowledge of:
• Personal computer and other office equipment.
• Community serviced by the school district.
• Techniques used to develop and maintain community plans.
• Interpersonal skills using, tact, patience and courtesy.

ATTACHMENT E

• M.~~ods and: techniques of training and work direction.
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Approv¢·by Personnel Commission: May 7, 2002
Salary:'Rang~:._ _ _ _ _ __
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ATTACHMENT
E
Human Resources
Department

~i1ri[~£1~y

2020 Bonar Street, Second Floor, Room 206
Berkeley, CA 94702
FAX (510) 644-6151

Berkeley Unified School District

March 23, 2016

Em

ent Status:
Probationary

Ellaray Waller

0
0

Oakland, CA 94611
Subject:

*

Permanent
Perm - Prob

*

* Probationary period is 6 work months for non-administrative
employees and 12 work months for administrative employees.
The period will be extended for absences of 22 workdays or more.

Employment Offer

Wejre pleased to offer you employment as follows:

D Rehire

filNew Hire
I

1:. .

D New Assignment

d/ /.•.• •/ . ·. tiiJ1il?iymentDtta#s, ·

··•

D Additional Assignment
.: •. .•.·. D.iffe;r~tiaJ~ISJipe#,~!fi~tn#ili~l: :rfi\._•· j'{X

.0.

• Effective Date of Employment:
• Position/Classification:
• Bargaining Unit (If applicable):
• Work Location(s):

1:;.· ...,

...

• ;c.- ,.,

tr ..

..

BCCE (OTBS)

•Step:
•Monthly:
•Hourly:

•Shift:
•Professional Growth:
•Language:

Risk Management

• Other:

1.0

Salrif]Jr. •·
•Range:

•Longevity

Administrative Assistant

•FTE:
.

..

3/23.16

·.

50
1
$4101.00

• Calendar :
• Number of Months:
• Work Hours:

2000
12
M-F 8:00-4:00

$25.23

•Prorated:
•Overtime:

If eligible & approved, paid
at 1.5 of hourly rate

"Probationary Dates:

03.23.16

To:

9.23.16

.

As a new employee or a regular employee with a new assignment, you may be entitled to receive medical benefits, or your
current benefit entitlement may change. Please contact the Benefits Department at (510) 644-6666 for information. For
Payroll inquiries, please contact the Payroll Department.

If you accept this offer, please sign below. Thank you for serving the children of the Berkeley Unified School District.

Em lo

ignature

Employee Phone Number: 1.415.261.3736
For HR Use:
Attachments: _ _Work Year Calendar 2000 Class Specification Gob Description)
Distribution:
Employee
Supervisor" Kimberle Sanders Personnel File
Bargaining Unit BCCE (OTBS) Substitute Office
For Immediate Supervisor Use:
_Review these documents to ensure accuracy. Contact the Human Resources Department if you have any questions.
ATTACHMENT E
_Review the attached job description and assigned tasks with the employee within the first month of employment/assignment.

PERSONNEL REQUISITION

ATTACHMENT E

Berkeley Unified School District

INSTRUCTIONS: Use this form to create a new position, fill a vacant position (including transfer), change
FrE and to extend a previously approved position. Use for either certificated or classified requests. For professional experts recommended for hire attach a copy of job description and resume. Limited term positions
expire no later than June 30 of the current fiscal year. All effected budget managers should sign requests for
split-funded positions. A list of names can be attached, if appropriate. Use Certificated Staff Extra Duty
Request (Form 22) for requesting certificated extra duty.

CERTIFICATED
(Check all appropriate boxes)
D Monthly Salary
D Hourly / Substitute

QSS Entry Date_ __
Board Recs Date_ _ __
Fingerprints Date_ _ __
Req.#_ _ _ _ _ __
PC#_ _ _ _ _ _~
Budget & Personnel use only

CLASSIFIED (Check all appropriate boxes)
'i;i.Monthly Salary
1J Hourly
D Pennanent
'!;(probationary
ttHourty check:
D Temporary

0 Pennanent
O Temporary
0 Probationary
O Transfer
D Summer School

COACH
D Fall
D Winter
D Spring
D Summer
Stipend $._ _ __

D Provisional • 90 days (must be extended by Board)
O Limited Tenn - up to 6 Months
D Transfer

O SubstiMe

D Student Worker

New Status: Class:5(.Step:_.L_
WORK CALENDAR
Previous Status: Class:_Step:_ D 10 Month
D 11
12 Month
Perm.
Temp.
Sub.
Prov.

"';Kl Vacancy

Reason for
Request

D New Hire
D New Position
D Reassignment

D Contract Change
D Budget Change
D Location Change
D 39 Mo. Layoff

Month

D Dismissal/Termination D Change in FTE From _ _To_ _
D Recall From Layoff
D Resignation
D Other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Retirement
(Specify In Comments)
D Approved Leave

q-r'J, -iv

Comments: (Note maximum b1,.1dget limitation, if applicable)

frJ111 ] ll ( J t1.L--1
Ci(C rua:.P

U,,'1

ti {_/10 r,.

% Salary to be
charged if multi-coded

BUDGET CODE
FUND

7-1-1 [;;

RESOURCE

LOCATION

YR

DIST DEF

B.M.

f

DISTRICT SITE
FUNDING FUNDING

==i=~= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~=~ §§
Name of Person Recommended to Fill Position:

--1-&--=-)..__t._.1"---"iJ_,,({_:::.:....'--.,,__\/~\.a..1w.\..J.i..l..\

!!..,r
______

2.,=·

t,}g r4:'l~ed:

D

See list attached

1

Name of Person be

'L---o I H:C,1

C>

l'.. J :\e:o:x·, n

Request9r (Please Print)
. .· /

~ v,('\

9vte.,,

~~

<

-~ ev--5

Budget & Fiscal Manager

Signature

Director Classified Personnel - As Applicable
Mana er Certificated Personnel - As A licable
Associate Superintendent - As applicable
(for hires and authorization of new positions only)

DISTRIBUTION: ORIGINAL PERSONNEL
Stock# 1-8906 (6'02)

YELLOW BUDGET/ POSmON CONTROL

Professional Expert
Resume:
D Attached
D On file
Date
Date

Date

. /o
(v
Date
ATTACHMENT E
PINK SCHOOL OR DEPARTMENT ADMINISTRATOR

ATTACHMENT E

Berkeley Unified School District
Position Action Form (PAF) for Class and Comp Study 2016
Effective Date
·------------------ WAlL,R, fLLMW! ··--·-·····------- [mplo~#

--·----- --·-·-· ''-lM} Work Calendar:

--·

2000

NOROU

?o,\tior, Control Number (PCN)

Budget Code(s) 01,-::oc~1-,cc-o-x-,.,401,x,10,·1fi~)n,m;o
)

·;1

::%

~ 1-~~~~·'1;il ·0·)6'~2402 .J{l10·"nK'.0..1.iCl) · - - - · - - - - - - .1;, %

,,,..~.,~-~-~-~-~=~-~~----·---··--

'.,:,
---··---------····--=~--,~·--"-"""'·--··-··-····-........................
"...................,. __ _
":.,

.......,-·-..-·····-·-··-..···-·"-·-···- ··=··-·--··-······---···--··"""-····-·""'""'''''......... -.................,_________,,_______~--... -

,,

OOOOOOOOOHHOHOO,OHOH_¥ _ _ _ _ , __ HOOOOOO.HOH•--H-•O-• . . . . . . . .

..,,,_._#,,AooA,,, ••. .. n•••An•n•-HHOH•H>H>H>Hn•n-n
~

... -

- - - -

Payroll__ Specialist . ,_ .... _

CC: Position Coc,tral / Per.Of\nel rile I Pavrnu

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

PERSONNEL REQUISITION

Berkeley Unified School District

INSTRUCTIONS: Use this form to create a new position, fill a vacant position (including transfer), change
f:TE and to extend a previously approved position. Use for either certificated or classified requests. For professional experts recommended for hire attach a copy of job description and resume. Limited term positions
expire no later than June 30 of the current fiscal year. All effected budget managers should sign requests for
split-funded positions. A list of names can be attached, if appropriate. Use Certificated Staff Extra Duty
Request (Form 22) for requesting certificated extra duty.
CERTIFICATED
(Check all appropriate boxes)
0 Monthly Salary
D Hourly / Substitute

CLASSIFIED (Check all appropriate boxes)
D Monthly Salary
l:t:kHourly
D Permanenl

D Provisional - 90 days (must be extended by Board)

D Permanent
D Temporary
D Probationary
D Transfer
D Summer School

D Probationary

D Limited Term - up to 6 Months

QSS Entry Date._ _ __
Board Recs Date'----Fingerprints Date_ _ __
Req.#_ _ _ _ _ __
PC#_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Budget & Personnel use only

COACH
D Fall
D Winter
D Spring
0 Summer
Stipend $._ _ __

D Transfer

If Hourty check:
~Temporary

D SubstiMe

D Student Worker

New Status: Class:_Step:_
WORK CALENDAR
Previous Status: Class:_Step:_ o 10 Month
o 11 Month
Perm.
Temp.
Sub.
Prov.
o 12 Month

Reason for

O Vacancy
0
0
0

0
0

New Hire
New Position
Reassignment

Contract Change
Budget Change

D Location Change
D 39 Mo. Layoff

0 DismissaVTennination D Change in FTE From_ _To_ _
D Resignation
D Recall From Layoff
D Other_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Retirement
(Specify In Comments)
D Approved Leave

Comments: (Note maximum budget limitation, if applicable)

~ rtlp
Lt-~/'-1
% Salary to be
charged if multi-coded

BUDGET CODE
FUND

RESOURCE

LOCATION YR

8.M.

OBJECT

GOAL

FUNCTION

DIST DEF

+

DISTRICT SITE
FUNDING FUNDING

' ~l§[ffl~~fflfflffll§ §§
Name of Person Recommended to Fill Position: q '-+G.

E... \ \ ~ ~ ~ '-~

W o \ \ e.. '('""'

0

0

See list attached

Name of Person bein replaced:
Requestor (Please Print)

~ico\e:

Date

-r.10.\1

\dwe\l

Budget Manager (Please Print)

Date

Budget & Fiscal Manager

Signature

Director Classified Personnel - As Applicable
Mana er Certificated Personnel - As A licable

Signature

Associate Superintendent - As applicable

Signature

t'\Dl~l~IAI

IH:fte!tl'\l..la.1~1

vr-1 1

l"\.U.I

Date

I \.

(for hires and authorization of new positions only)
nlC::::TCICU ITln"-1•

Professional Expert
Resume:
D Attached
0 On file
Date

.,. . , _ _ _ , - - - - - • • - - - - - - - ·

ATTACHMENT E

ERW MQ Comparison

ATTACHMENT E

A

B

C

D

E

1

Range

Family

Classification

Education

Experience

2
3

50
51

Clerical
Clerical

4

51

5

51

6

50

Clerical

7

50

8
9
10

48

Admin Assistant
Emp Ben Spec

2 yrs College and
HSD + Suppl College in HR, Bus or related

2 yrs sch/community planning, curriculum dev or related
3 yrs emp benefit programs

Fam E&E Spec

HSD

3 yrs Comm Svc, PR or related

BA/BS in Instructional Major

1 yr w/school‐age in educ environment

Stu W&A Spec

AA w/course in Social Sci or related

3 yrs w/youth in organized setting

Finance

Buyer

BA/BS in Business, Acctng or related

4 yrs Purchasing ‐ Supplies/Equip

48

Clerical

Registrar

HSD

3 yrs Cler/Secry w/student records

48

Finance

Payroll Spec

HSD + Suppl college in Acctng or related

3 yrs Cler Acctng w/2 yrs payroll

Formal RJ trng/program & Mediation/Conflict Resolution

2 yrs w/youth RJ &Trauma‐informed systems.

Clerical

Instructional Instructional Specialist

Instructional Restorative JC

11

47

Finance

Lead Acct Tech

HSD + Suppl college in Acctng or related

3 yrs Cler Acctng w/2 yrs payroll

12

46

Clerical

SAAII

HSD + Suppl college Bus, Secry Sc or related

5 yrs Cler/Secry w/public contact

13
14
15

46
46
40

Clerical
Security
Clerical

AAII
Fac Security Officer
Spec Ed Data Tech

HSD + Suppl college in Secretarial science
HSD + SB 1626, BSIS Guard Card
HSD

5 yrs Cler/Admin support w/public contact
1 yr Security related
3 yrs Cler/Secry w/1 yr SPED Info Systems

ATTACHMENT
Printed: E3/27/2019

Classification Alignment and Hierarchy

ATTACHMENT E

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

Group

Range

Clerical

Finance

Food Service

Instructional

Operations

Safety/Security

Technology

Transportation

Group

Range

56/57

51

EMP BENEFITS SPEC
FAM E&E SPEC

INST SPEC

MAINT TECH

56/57

51

56

50

STU W&A SPEC

BUYER

56

50

56/57

48

HR TECH
REGISTRAR

PAYROLL SPEC

56/57

48

56/57

46

ADMIN ASST II
SCOL ADMIN ASST II

56/57

46

56/57

45

TRANSP DISPATCHER

56/57

45

57

44

SCOL BUS DRVR

57

44

56/57

43

56/57

43

56

42

56

42

10

57

41

57

41

11

56

40

STU RECORDS ASST

12

56/57

39

SCOL ADMIN ASST, ECE

GROUNDS GARDENER

56/57

38

ATTEND TECH
CLER ASST III
CLER ASST III , BIL

CUSTODIAN I

56

37

HOME SCOL LIAISON

1
2
3
4
5

RJ COORD

LEAD ACCT TECH

TRANSP SCH/RTR
FAC SECURITY OFFICER

ACCT TECH

NS SAT OP II

6

COTA
LIB MEDIA SPEC
VAPA TECH

LEAD GRNDS GRDNR
IRRIGATION SPEC

GEN MAINT WORKER

MEDIA TECH TECH

SCOL SAFETY OFFICER

7
8
9

13
14

56

36

ASB ACCT TECH

CUSTODIAN II
STOREKEEPER

LIB MEDIA TECH

ADMIN ASST I
SCOL ADMIN ASST I

BEHAVIOR INT SPEC
DELIVERY DRIVER
SPED DATA TECH

SCOL CAMPUS MNTR

56

40

56/57

39

56/57

38

56

37

56

36

56

35

IA II, SPED
IA VIS IMP/BRAIL
IT BASP
IT COOK
IT GARDEN

CLER ASST II

15
16

56

35

17

56/57

34

COOK

18

56

32

19

56

31

NS SAT OP I

20

56

29

NS ASST

CLER ASST I

SNACK BAR OP

DIST SVCS ASST

56/57

34

56

32

IA I, SPED
IA, IA BIL, IA ECE

SCOL SVCS ASST

1

ATTACHMENT
E
Printed: 3/27/2019

56

31

56

26

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ATTACHMENT E

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II BUSDFinal

ATTACHMENT E

BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:
APPROVED:
Board
Commission

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

Administrative
Assistant II
As assigned

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non-Exempt

WORK YEAR: HOURS:

Non-Administrative
Classified Technical
12 months/Calendar 2000
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 46

SALARY GRADE:
June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of an assigned supervisor, perform varied and responsible administrative support duties
to relieve the administrator of administrative and clerical detail; plan, coordinate and organize office activities
and coordinate flow of communications and information for the administrator; prepare and maintain a variety
of manual and automated records and reports related to assigned activities.
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS:
The Administrative Assistant II classification performs varied and responsible administrative assistant duties
requiring thorough understanding of a program or functional area. Incumbents provide primary
administrative support to a manager of a large program or director of a small department.
The Administrative Assistant III classification provides primary and complex administrative support to a large
District-wide program or multiple District-wide programs of a complex nature. Incumbents require thorough
knowledge of organizational operations, policies and procedures and assigned department or programs.
The Administrative Assistant I classification provides primary support to a manager of a program or secondary
support to higher-level administrators.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
 Perform varied and responsible administrative support duties to relieve the administrator of
administrative and clerical detail; plan, coordinate and organize office activities and coordinate flow of
communications and information; assure smooth and efficient office operations


Serve as primary administrative support to the assigned administrator; perform public relations and
communication services for the administrator; receive, screen and route telephone calls; take,
retrieve and relay messages as needed; schedule and arrange appointments, conferences and other
events



Receive visitors, including administrators, staff, and the public; provide information or direct to
appropriate personnel; exercise independent judgment in resolving a variety of issues; refer difficult
issues to the administrator as needed; provide general information and assistance related to program
or organizational operations and related laws, rules, regulations, policies and procedures
ATTACHMENT E

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II BUSDFinal

ATTACHMENT E



Compile information and prepare and maintain a variety of records, logs and reports related to
programs, students, financial activity, budgets, attendance, staff, projects and assigned duties;
organize and distribute work orders; establish and maintain filing systems; revise, verify, proofread
and edit a variety of documents



Input a variety of data into an assigned computer system; establish and maintain automated records
and files; initiate queries, develop spreadsheets, manipulate data and generate various computerized
lists and reports as requested; assure accuracy of input and output data



Compose, independently or from oral instructions, note or rough draft, a variety of materials such as
inter-office communications, forms, letters, memoranda, bulletins, agenda items, labels, fliers,
requisitions, handbooks, newsletters, brochures, certificates, contracts and other materials; format
materials to meet program and office needs



Research, compile and verify a variety of data and information; compute statistical information for
various reports as necessary; process a variety of forms and applications related to assigned functions;
duplicate and distribute materials as needed



Coordinate, schedule and attend a variety of meetings, workshops and special events; prepare and
send out notices of meetings; compile and prepare agenda items and other required information for
meetings, workshops and other events; set up equipment and supplies for meetings and other events
as needed; take, transcribe and distribute minutes as directed



Perform a variety of clerical accounting duties in support of assigned program or office as assigned;
monitor funds for income and expenditures; assist in assuring expenditures to do not exceed
established budget limitations as assigned; calculate, prepare and revise accounting and budgetary
data; balance and reconcile assigned accounts and budgets as required



Receive and process invoices according to established procedures; verify work completed or materials
received; obtain management approval for payment



Perform special projects and prepare various forms and reports on behalf of the assigned
administrator; attend to administrative details on special matters as assigned



Communicate with personnel and various outside agencies to exchange information and resolve
issues or concerns



Operate a variety of office equipment including a calculator, copier, fax machine, computer and
assigned software



Receive, sort and distribute mail; receive and respond to e-mails; prepare and distribute informational
packets and bulk mailings as directed



Maintain appointment and activity schedules and calendars; coordinate travel arrangements and
hotel reservations as necessary; reserve facilities and equipment for meetings and other events as
needed



Monitor inventory levels of office and designated supplies; order, receive and maintain appropriate
levels of inventory as required; prepare, process and code purchase orders and invoices as assigned;
arrange for billings and payments as directed

ATTACHMENT E

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II BUSDFinal

ATTACHMENT E

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Department or program organization, operations, policies and objectives
Policies and objectives of assigned programs and activities
Terminology, practices and procedures of assigned office
Record-keeping and filing techniques
Business letter and report writing, editing and proofreading
Telephone techniques and etiquette
Methods, procedures and terminology used in clerical accounting work
Modern office practices, procedures and equipment
Correct English usage, grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary
Data control procedures and data entry operations
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and professionalism
Operation of a computer and assigned software
Oral and written communication skills
Methods of collecting and organizing data and information
Mathematic calculations
ABILITY TO:
Perform varied and responsible administrative support duties to relieve the administrator of administrative
and clerical detail
Plan, coordinate and organize office activities and coordinate flow of communications and information for the
administrator
Assure smooth and efficient office operations
Learn District operations, policies and objectives
Learn, interpret, apply and explain laws, codes, rules, regulations, policies and procedures
Compose correspondence and written materials independently or from oral instructions
Perform a variety of clerical accounting duties in support of assigned department or program
Keyboard or input data at an acceptable rate of speed
Answer telephones and greet the public professionally
Complete work with many interruptions
Compile and verify data and prepare reports
Maintain a variety of records, logs and files
Utilize a computer to input data, maintain automated records and generate computerized reports
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Meet schedules and time lines
Work independently with little direction
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Add, subtract, multiply and divide with speed and accuracy

ATTACHMENT E

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT II BUSDFinal

ATTACHMENT E

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school supplemented by college level course work in
secretarial science or related field and five years of clerical or administrative support experience involving
frequent public contact
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
Constant interruptions
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Hearing and speaking to exchange information in person or on the telephone
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time
Bending at the waist or kneeling to file and retrieve materials

ATTACHMENT E

BUYER BUSDFinal

ATTACHMENT E

BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

TITLE:

Buyer

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:

Purchasing

CLASSIFICATION:

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:

Non‐Exempt

WORK YEAR: HOURS:

Non‐Administrative
Classified Technical
12 months/Calendar 2000
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 50

APPROVED:
Board
Commission

SALARY GRADE:
June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under assigned supervisor, perform a variety of technical duties involving the purchase of services, supplies and
equipment; obtain quotes, process bids and contracts, and review purchase orders and specifications; order
items in accordance with policies and procedures.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
 Perform a variety of technical duties involving the purchase of services, supplies and equipment; assure
the smooth and timely delivery of goods and services to schools and departments


Research and evaluate sources of supply; obtain written or verbal quotations from vendors; process
and evaluate formal bid specifications and contracts as assigned; assure compliance with applicable
laws, codes, rules and regulations related to formal and informal bidding procedures



Receive, review and process purchase requisitions; assure accuracy and completeness of order
information and proper signatures; date stamp and log into appropriate system; inspect orders for
accuracy and completeness regarding account coding and cost calculations



Order services, supplies and equipment in accordance with established policies and procedures; award
bids or quotes and prepare purchase orders; contact other departments to assure receipt of ordered
goods; order supplies for the office; prepare order acknowledgements



Input purchase order information into an assigned computer system; set up new vendor information in
assigned system; update commodity codes in the system as needed; generate purchase orders and submit
for approval as necessary; maintain automated records as appropriate



Contact vendors to negotiate price, specifications, conditions of delivery and other related issues as
necessary; maintain and update vendor catalogues and files; follow up on delayed shipments,
discrepancies and damaged deliveries



Communicate with vendors and personnel to exchange information, resolve discrepancies, correct
errors and clarify issues related to purchasing activities; work with accounts payable staff on resolving
invoice issues
ATTACHMENT E
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ATTACHMENT E



Prepare and maintain a variety of records and reports related to purchase orders, inventory, expenditures,
product information, prices and assigned activities; maintain files of purchase orders, insurance certificates,
W‐9s, and other document files as assigned



Operate a variety of office equipment including a calculator, copier, fax machine, printer, computer and
assigned software



Prepare a variety of correspondence related to the purchasing function; receive and respond to e‐mails
and phone inquiries; receive and sort USPS mail



Provide training in the proper use of purchasing software to employees as needed

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Basic purchasing policies, practices and terminology
Applicable laws, codes, regulations, policies and procedures
Local vendors and sources of supply
Technical aspects of researching, comparing and purchasing supplies, materials and equipment
Record‐keeping and report preparation techniques
Operation of standard office equipment including a computer and assigned software
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy
Oral and written communication skills
Telephone techniques and etiquette
Correct English usage, grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary
Mathematical computations
ABILITY TO:
Perform a variety of technical duties involving the purchase of services, supplies and equipment
Research and evaluate sources of supply
Obtain verbal and written price quotations
Prepare, review, verify and process purchasing forms and documents
Order items in accordance with policies and procedures
Maintain vendor lists and catalogs
Process bid specifications
Operate standard office equipment including a computer and assigned software
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Understand and follow oral and written directions
Plan and organize work
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Maintain records and prepare reports
Meet schedules and time lines
Add, subtract, multiply and divide quickly and accurately
Type or input data at an acceptable rate of speed

ATTACHMENT E
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EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: bachelor’s degree in business administration, accounting or related field and
four years experience in the purchase of supplies and equipment
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office and warehouse environment
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Hearing and speaking to exchange information in person or on the telephone
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Sitting for extended periods of time
Bending at the waist, kneeling or crouching to file materials

ATTACHMENT E
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ATTACHMENT E

BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:

Employee Benefits
Specialist
Risk Management

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:

Non‐Exempt

APPROVED:
Board
Commission

June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non‐Administrative
Classified Technical
12 months/Calendar 2000
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 51

WORK YEAR: HOURS:

SALARY GRADE:

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of assigned supervisor, perform a variety of technical duties in support of employee
benefits programs including enrollment, data collection, record‐keeping, accounting, claims processing and
fund disbursement activities; serve as a technical resource to personnel concerning employee benefits
information, insurance plans, options, guidelines and procedures.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:


Perform a variety of technical duties in support of employee health and welfare benefits programs
including enrollment, data collection, record‐keeping, accounting, claims processing and fund
disbursement activities; provide eligible employees, domestic partners, retirees and surviving spouses
with benefits; assure proper handling of transactions for active employees at the District for health
and welfare benefits



Serve as a technical resource to personnel concerning employee benefits and eligibility information,
insurance plans, enrollment options, transit passes, cash‐in‐lieu, flexible spending accounts, eligibility,
coverage and claims; respond to inquiries, resolve issues and conflicts and provide technical
information concerning related policies, procedures, guidelines, rules and regulations



Participate in open enrollment activities for health and welfare benefits for full‐time employees; assist
employees with completing enrollment forms; prepare, distribute, process and evaluate enrollment
forms according to established procedures; establish and maintain permanent employee benefits
records; assist employees with changes and selecting appropriate plans



Work with third party administrator (TPA) to ensure COBRA enrollment for eligible separated District
employees and their dependents and process retiree benefits; eligible District employees and their
dependents; maintain COBRA database for active employees, retirees and COBRA participants; input
COBRA and retiree payments; terminate employee coverage through health carriers; submit rates to
TPA as reported by carriers
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Troubleshoot and resolve employee issues and concerns regarding benefits; research information as
necessary; prepare and distribute correspondence to employees, retirees and plan participants
concerning employee benefit plans, policies, procedures and related information; provide employees
with related informational materials; refer staff to outside resources as appropriate



Input employee, enrollment, benefits and a variety of other data into an assigned computer system;
maintain automated employee records and files; update the benefits module screens; generate
computerized reports as requested; maintain accuracy of input and output data



Process personnel requisitions spreadsheets according to established procedures; enter data related
to new hires, leaves of absence, COBRA and other pertinent data



Compile information and prepare and maintain a variety of records and reports related to employee
benefits information, rates, retirements, terminations, insurance plans, contracts, payments, financial
activity and assigned duties; establish and maintain filing systems; retrieve and respond to telephone
calls and e‐mails; reconcile health carrier bills; receive discrepancy reports and research and evaluate
submitted payments



Communicate with personnel, insurance providers, brokers and various other outside agencies to
exchange information, coordinate activities and resolve issues or concerns



Operate a variety of office equipment including a calculator, copier, fax machine, scanner, computer
and assigned software



Perform standard office activities including filing, printing transactions, photocopying, scanning faxing,
and stamping and distributing mail; order office supplies as needed



Participate in other activities including orientations, Medicare reimbursements to eligible retirees,
completing court ordered documents and planning health fairs



Attend various assigned meetings and conferences; participate on assigned committees; develop
agendas

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Methods, practices, terminology and procedures used in benefits administration
Employee benefit packages and insurance programs
Summary plan descriptions, vendor contracts and related forms
Accounting practices, procedures and terminology
Processing of various insurance claims
Employee benefits enrollment practices and procedures
Collective bargaining agreements and other related personnel procedures
Basic budget practices and processes such as budget transfers
Policies and objectives of assigned programs and activities
Applicable laws, codes, regulations, policies and procedures
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Preparation, review and control of assigned accounts
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy
Record‐keeping and report preparation techniques
Oral and written communications skills
Modern office practices, procedures and equipment
Correct English usage, grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary
Operation of a computer and assigned software
Mathematical computations
ABILITY TO:
Perform a variety of technical duties in support of employee benefits programs including enrollment, data
collection, record‐keeping, accounting, claims processing and fund disbursement activities
Serve as a technical resource to personnel concerning employee benefits information, insurance plans,
options, guidelines and procedures
Process, evaluate and assist employees with the completion of enrollment forms
Troubleshoot and resolve employee issues and concerns regarding benefits
Perform a variety of accounting duties including fund disbursement and accounts receivable functions
Prepare and maintain permanent employee benefits records and files
Update records and notify personnel with changes in employment status
Interpret, apply and explain rules, regulations, policies and procedures
Utilize a computer to enter data, maintain records and generate reports
Make arithmetic calculations quickly and accurately
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Establish and maintain effective working and cooperative relationships with others
Meet schedules and time lines
Plan and organize work
Prepare and maintain a variety of records and reports
Operate standard office equipment including a computer and assigned software
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school supplemented by college‐level course work in
human resources, business administration or related field and three years increasingly responsible experience
working with employee benefit programs
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Hearing and speaking to exchange information
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time
Bending at the waist, kneeling or crouching to file materials
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:
APPROVED:
Board
Commission

Family Engagement &
Equity Specialist
Family Engagement
Office
Non-Exempt
June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non-Administrative
Classified Technical
10 months/Calendar 5006
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 51

WORK YEAR: HOURS:
SALARY GRADE:

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of an assigned supervisor, encourage and coordinate parent education and involvement in
various school programs and other activities; perform liaison duties between administrators, personnel,
community resources and parents; refer families to local agencies or school services as appropriate; prepare and
maintain related records and reports.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
•

Promote parent education and involvement in various school programs and other activities; provide
information and materials to parents to assist them in utilizing community services and resources; refer
families to local agencies or school services as appropriate; prepare and maintain related records and
reports

•

Perform liaison duties between administrators, personnel, community resources, agencies and parents;
communicate with parents regarding student performance including attendance, behavior, academic
achievement, health and medical problems

•

Make home visits to acquire information and discuss school-related problems such as absenteeism,
illnesses, behavior problems and other matters

•

Unite outside organizations, schools and families; inform community agencies of available school
services; resolve issues or concerns as needed; contact community businesses to obtain donations and
plan activities

•

Facilitate family participation in various activities; identify and encourage recruitment of parent
volunteers; explain and assist in determining program eligibility; arrange parent activities including
recruitment, training, and scheduling

•

Conduct and coordinate parent training and associated school committees; arrange training schedule,
speakers, meeting sites and presentations; prepare and distribute related materials
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•

Assist in the formulation of educational goals and objectives utilizing the participation of parents,
community members and school personnel

•

Represent the assigned organization at a variety of school and community meetings; attend and
participate in workshops and conferences as assigned

•

Operate a variety of office and classroom equipment including a computer, copier, laminator and
telephone; drive a vehicle to conduct work

•

Perform a variety of clerical duties including typing, answering telephones, duplicating materials and
preparing correspondence; prepare and maintain a variety of records and reports related to program
activities

•

Inventory, order, receive and distribute materials, supplies and equipment

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Community resource organizations including various federal, State and local agencies
Organizational operations, policies and objectives
Record-keeping and report preparation techniques
Oral and written communication skills
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy
Telephone techniques and etiquette
Policies and objectives of school programs and activities
Public speaking techniques
Operation of a variety of office and instructional equipment including a computer
ABILITY TO:
Perform liaison duties between administrators, personnel and parents
Plan, organize and implement parent education and involvement activities and programs
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Operate a computer and a variety of office and instructional equipment
Learn, apply and explain policies, procedures, rules and regulations
Work independently with little direction
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Meet schedules and time lines
Prepare and present oral presentations
Maintain records and prepare reports
Read, interpret and follow rules, regulations, policies and procedures
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school and three years’ experience working with
community service, public relations or related activities
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LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid California driver’s license
Some incumbents in this classification may be required to speak, read and write in a designated second language
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
Driving a vehicle to conduct work
Constant interruptions
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Sitting for extended periods of time
Hearing and speaking to exchange information in person or on the telephone
Seeing to read a variety of materials
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:

Facilities Security
Officer
Maintenance
Department

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:

Non‐Exempt

APPROVED:
Board
Commission

June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non‐Administrative
Classified Technical
12 months/Calendar 2000
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 57
Range: 46

WORK YEAR: HOURS:

SALARY GRADE:

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of an assigned supervisor, assure the safety of District staff, students and properties; patrol
assigned areas of District properties and facilities before, during and after school hours, at night, on weekends
and holidays; investigate occurrences of property damage and suspicious or criminal activity; enforce laws and
regulations and respond to emergency situations.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:


Assure the safety of District staff, students and property; patrol assigned areas of District properties and
facilities on foot and in patrol vehicle before, during and after school hours; at night, on weekends and
holidays; monitor and inspect security of doors, windows and gates



Inspect and monitor the security of doors, windows and gates; reset alarm systems and test for proper
operation as necessary; detect and report fire and safety hazards; respond to fire and burglar alarms and
extinguish small fires; summon and communicate with police and fire department personnel as needed



Investigate and report unusual, suspicious or criminal activities; investigate complaints and security
notifications related to trespassing, loitering, vandalism and other criminal activities; assure users of
District properties have appropriate permits



Contact and assist police with investigation of criminal activities; contact and assist fire department with
matters related to alarms, detectors and fires



Perform temporary repairs on school and District facilities as appropriate; notify appropriate personnel
for needed repairs



Assist with special events as directed; assist other campus security with crowd control, vandalism, graffiti,
gang activity and fights as necessary



Prepare and maintain reports related to security of District premises and daily activities, events and
incidents; provide documentation related to illegal activity to District administrators and police as
requested
Communicate with other campus security and staff, administrators, parents, students, police and fire
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departments, alarm companies and others to exchange information to resolve issues and concerns


Operate and respond to calls on a two‐way radio; drive a vehicle to conduct work



Operate a variety of security and safety equipment including fire extinguishers, handcuffs, mobile phones,
handheld radios, pepper spray and mace



Remain on‐call for emergency situations as assigned

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Methods and practices of effective security techniques
Applicable sections of the California Penal Code, State Education Code, and Motor Vehicle Code
Traffic laws, defensive driving techniques and rules of the road
Operate a patrol vehicle to conduct work
Investigation and report writing techniques
Record‐keeping techniques
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy
Oral and written communication skills
First aid and CPR/AED techniques
ABILITY TO:
Patrol and monitor assigned District property and facilities to provide security and protection to students,
personnel, equipment, and property
Patrol effectively, detecting and preventing problems within established guidelines
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Interpret, apply and explain rules, regulations, requirements and restrictions
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Meet schedules and time lines
Maintain records and prepare reports
Determine appropriate action within clearly defined guidelines
Standard broadcasting procedures of a police radio system
Analyze situations quickly and adopt a safe and effective course of actions
Detect and report fire and safety hazards
Organize and write clear and concise reports of incidents
Understand and follow oral and written directions
Use hand and power tools to secure buildings, doors, windows, and other areas
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school and one year of security‐related experience
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LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid California driver’s license and safe driving record
Valid certification in use of baton, handcuffs, mace and pepper spray
Valid certification in SB 1626, First Aid, CPR, AED and other mandated trainings
Incumbents in this class are required to complete coursework and receive the BSIS certification
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Indoor and outdoor environment
Seasonal heat and cold or adverse weather conditions
Driving a vehicle to conduct work
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Climbing stairs
Walking, sitting and standing for extended periods of time
Seeing to monitor District activities and property, read and write reports
Hearing and speaking to exchange information
Dexterity of fingers and hands to operate assigned equipment
Walking and running
Lifting, carrying, pushing or pulling up to 100 pounds
Physical agility and stamina
HAZARDS:
Driving a vehicle during adverse weather conditions
Potential physical hazards involved in intervening in fights and other anti‐social, illegal and violent behavior
Exposure to blood borne pathogens and infectious diseases
May come in contact with armed and dangerous individuals
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:
APPROVED:
Board
Commission

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

Instructional
Specialist
As assigned

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non‐Exempt

WORK YEAR:
HOURS:

Non‐Administrative
Classified Technical
10 months/Calendar 5002
Hours as assigned

SALARY GRADE:
June 29, 2016
July 15, 2015

Schedule: 56
Range: 51

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under direction of assigned supervisor, provide instruction and lessons to classes of students in an assigned
specialized subject‐matter area; observe, monitor and record student behavior and performance; assist
teachers in maintaining student academic and attendance records; and perform related duties as assigned.
Each specialized subject area is considered to be a separate classification for Merit System purposes.
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS:
Instructional Specialists are responsible for delivering classroom instruction and preparing lesson plans and
materials for classes in an assigned specialized subject‐matter area, including art, music, percussion, athletics,
dance, drama, African dance, nutrition and cooking and gardening. Work assigned to an Instructional
Specialist requires detailed knowledge in subject areas applicable to their instructional assignment and the
ability to provide instruction to elementary or secondary students in an effective and engaging manner.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
The duties listed below are intended only as illustrations of the various types of work that may be performed. The
omission of specific statements of duties does not exclude them from the position if the work is similar, related or
a logical assignment to this class.


Instruct students in a specialized area of instruction; develop and prepare lesson plans, curriculum and
content according to state and District standards; plan, develop and deliver classroom lessons and
presentations; develop a variety of instructional materials and exercises; develop methods to explain or
demonstrate information to students; prepare samples and demonstrates techniques, processes and
methods for students; monitor and assists students through drill, practice and other instructional
methods; work with and tutors’ individual and small groups of students in assigned subject matter areas
to reinforce class lessons, improve skill levels and assist students in completing class and homework
assignments; assist instructors in evaluating student understanding and progress; establish class rules and
monitors and controls student behavior according to established procedures.



Set up and arrange materials, supplies and equipment for instructional activities; provide technical
assistance in the operation, adjustment and maintenance of specialized equipment as assigned.
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Order and maintain supplies, materials and equipment, ensuring adequate supply for instructional use;
prepare, issue and collect materials and equipment for student use.



Communicate with parents regarding student progress and attendance and class activities; conduct
parent and student meetings with staff; confer with school site staff regarding class and outside events;
work with staff and administrators to build support for program and instructional activities



Maintain a variety of reports and records; track student attendance and participation; maintain records of
student progress and attendance as assigned



Coordinate, plan, organize and oversee student performances and exhibitions; work with community
organizations and agencies to make arrangements for student exhibitions and performances



Maintain a safe and orderly learning environment; set up and break down materials for classroom
lessons; launder and clean items as necessary



Perform general clerical duties in support of classroom activities, including filing, typing or duplicating
materials

Art:
Provide instruction on a variety of art methods and techniques, including painting, drawing, clay and pottery
making, math‐art classes, costume design, poetry‐art, graphic art, clay animation and ceramics; set up student art
exhibits at local museums.
Music:
Provide instruction on reading music and singing on pitch; teach multi‐cultural songs and music to students
Assist with school site special events and assemblies; lead the school in singing at assembles; assist teachers in
preparing classrooms as requested
Dance:
Prepare students for stage performances, including providing instruction on stage etiquette and presence,
execution of movement and stage transitions and logistics
Prepare, clean and organize costumes, accessories and props for performances
Audition students for dance ensembles
Serve as senior artist and provide information to other artists regarding program goals and procedures; lead
collaborations for dance concerts
Athletics:
Participate in planning District athletic programs; attend District meetings to develop athletic policies and
contracts; recommend for hire, schedule and supervise coaches and other athletic staff; communicate with
parents regarding student enrollment, fees and student performance; conduct meetings with students and
parents; ensure student athletes meet District requirements in order to participate in athletic programs, including
checking grades and attendance; prepare weekly progress reports and counsel athletes on District athletic
participation requirements; supervise academic hours in the homework center
Direct and coordinate the competitive and intramural sports teams and activities at an assigned school site; enroll
students in athletic programs and collect fees; schedule, organize, coordinate, facilitate and supervise team
practices and games; create and distribute team schedules and lists; coach and facilitate team practices and
conditioning routines; schedule athletic officials and transportation; attend and oversee all on‐ and off‐campus
games and tournaments; prepare field and gymnasium for athletic events, including lining athletic fields; order,
clean, issue, collect and maintain equipment and apparel for District sports teams
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Percussion:
Provide instruction to students on rhythm, reading music, use of various music instruments and the culture and
heritage of percussion instruments
Drama:
Adapt materials for performances and direct multiple student plays per year
African Dance:
Provide accompaniment for African and African‐derived dance classes; provide instruction on history of African
dance and music; instruct students on African drumming techniques, significance of rhythm and change patterns
and integration of diverse rhythms and distinctive musical traits to create polyphony; assist students in composing
and arranging music and developing improvisational pieces; provide instruction on and build, repair and maintain
African drums; make arrangements for guest artists; develop a drum and percussion ensemble
Computers:
Instruct students and teachers on use of computer applications and programs; resolve network and program
issues and problems; ensure proper operation of computer lab computers and peripheral equipment; perform
minor repairs to computers as needed
Cooking:
Deliver nutrition education through day‐time and after‐school cooking classes promoting the consumption of
fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grains and beans; conduct cooking and nutrition classes and provide instruction
to students on establishing and maintaining healthy eating and physical activity habits; plan recipes and menus
that feature Harvest of the Month produce; utilize ingredients and methods that make it possible for students to
replicate recipes at home with their family; develop a programmatic approach that emphasizes the 4R’s; shop for
and purchase food items; develop interactive nutrition lessons focusing on nutritional components and
guidelines; send recipes home with students on a monthly basis; mentor students in the development of safe
culinary skills; provide support for a pilot nutrition education cooking class for parents
Conduct food promotions and taste testing’s; coordinate with other instructional staff regarding planning and
promotion of special nutrition events
Gardening:
Plan, implement and coordinate all aspects of a garden education program; co‐teach lessons using the Garden‐
Based Learning curriculum; deliver education through day‐time and after‐school garden‐based classes promoting
the consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables, whole grains and beans; conduct interactive classes that provide
hands‐on learning opportunities for students and teachers; instruct students on principles of agroecology and
ecoliteracy, seasonality, food systems, nutrition and healthy living; provide hands‐on instruction to students on
growing, tending to, maintaining, harvesting and preparation for consumption of a variety of food crops in a
school garden; educate students regarding healthy food choices; develop a programmatic approach that
emphasizes the 4R’s; participate in site‐based team meetings focusing on nutrition education
Maintain and oversee an edible school garden using organic gardening methods, including planting, composting,
irrigating and harvesting fruits and vegetables; construct and install structures and buildings; develop and
implement nutrition and gardening projects and events; shop for and purchase garden supplies and supplemental
produce; conduct fruit and vegetable tastings
May assist with grant writing and fundraising processes; solicit and secure donations; assist with outreach
activities focused on the school community and recruiting volunteers, including coordinating parties and special
events and supervising volunteers
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OTHER DUTIES:
Attends a variety of meetings, training sessions, conferences and workshops
May provide training and work direction to staff and volunteers as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Assigned specialized sub ect matter areas, including applicable state and District standards and regulations
Methods, practices and techniques of improving student knowledge through specialized structured lesson
plans, teaching techniques and instructional materials
Methods and practices of child instruction and tutoring
Correct English usage, including spelling, grammar and punctuation
Administrative practices and procedures, including record keeping and filing practices and procedures
ABILITY TO:
Perform specialized tasks applicable to specialized sub ect areas
Operate a computer, other standard office equipment and specialized equipment and materials
Organize, set priorities and exercise sound udgment within areas of responsibility
Monitor and control student behavior
Organize and maintain confidential student records and files
Communicate clearly and effectively, both orally and in writing
Understand and follow written and oral instructions
Prepare and maintain a variety of records, reports and files
Use tact, discretion, courtesy and patience in dealing with sensitive and difficult students and situations
Establish and maintain effective working relationships with District management, administrators, faculty, staff,
parents, students and others encountered in the course of work
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
A typical way of obtaining the knowledge, skills and abilities outlined above is graduation from a four‐year
college or university with a ma or in the assigned instructional area; and at least one year of experience
working with school‐age children in an organized educational environment; or an equivalent combination of
training and experience
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Instructional classroom and other indoor and outdoor learning environments
Seasonal heat and cold or adverse weather conditions
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Hearing and speaking to exchange information
Seeing to observe condition of lab and behavior of students
Dexterity of hands and fingers to set up and operate lab equipment
Lifting, carrying, pushing or pulling ob ects typically weighing up to 0 pounds
Pulling and pushing carts
Reaching overhead, above the shoulders and horizontally
HAZARDS:
Exposure to blood borne pathogens and infectious diseases
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:
APPROVED:
Board
Commission

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

Lead Accounts
Payable Technician
Business Services

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non-Exempt

WORK YEAR:
HOURS:

Non-Administrative
Classified Technical
12 months/Calendar 2000
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 47

SALARY GRADE:
8/23/17
11/2/17

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under general supervision, as a working lead, performs the work of and leads a team of Accounting Technicians
performing a variety of technical accounting tasks requiring the review and evaluation of batch records,
identifies, documents and resolves discrepancies, inaccuracies and/or incomplete data in submitted invoices
and provides day-to-day work direction to lower-level accounting staff.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:


As a working lead, provides day-to-day work direction for a team of accounting technicians processing
invoices, resolves basic workplace issues and questions, and may make day-to-day adjustments to work
assignments.



Reviews and prepares individual invoices and batch records against established procedures and methods
to ensure proper authorization, allocation to the proper fund and that District requirements have been
met in preparation for payment.



Identifies and documents discrepancies and/or inaccurate or incomplete data in batch records.



Investigates and resolves discrepancies or other deficiencies in records and may refer more difficult issues
to the supervisor.



Contacts vendors to clarify invoices and resolve discrepancies.



Audits and reconciles assigned accounts.



Inspects completed work to assure accuracy, completeness and compliance with established guidelines
and procedures for work quality and quantity.



May perform a variety of clerical tasks in support of assigned functions including receive and respond to
callers, mail and e-mails regarding invoices, preparing routine correspondence and coping and distributing
materials.

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
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KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Basic understanding of accounts payable systems, policies and procedures.
Accounts payable principles and procedures in the public sector.
Principles of basic auditing.
Examination, verification and maintenance of accounts and accounting data.
Excel or equivalent spreadsheet software, specialized accounting software and the use of calculators to perform
mathematical computations.
ABILITY TO:
Apply specific procedures and established methods to the review of Accounts Payable batch records.
Investigate and resolve discrepancies, inaccuracies and incomplete data in batch records.
Verify the authenticity and accuracy of invoices.
Effectively monitor the work of others and provide work direction.
Make accurate arithmetical computations.
Enter data into relevant categories
Use a computer and standard business and accounting software and calculators.
Communicate effectively to resolve accounts payable concerns and workforce issues.

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school supplemented by college-level course in
accounting or related field and three years clerical accounting experience including two years involving payroll
processing
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Hearing and speaking to exchange information
Sitting for extended periods of time
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

TITLE:

Payroll Specialist

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:

Business Services

CLASSIFICATION:

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:

Non‐Exempt

WORK YEAR:
HOURS:

Non‐Administrative
Classified Technical
12 months/Calendar 2000
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 48

APPROVED:
Board
Commission

SALARY GRADE:
June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of an assigned supervisor, perform a variety of specialized and complex payroll accounting
duties to pay employees accurately and timely; prepare and maintain a variety of automated and manual
records and reports related to the payroll function; provide consultation concerning payroll processes, policies
and procedures.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:


Perform a variety of specialized and complex duties in the preparation of payroll for employees;
receive and audit time reports; process and evaluate the accuracy of a variety of payroll‐related forms
and applications



Process and verify input into an assigned computer system, daily, hourly, per diem, extra duty,
substitute, overtime, stipends, and higher duty employee time sheet and pay information including
deductions; generate computerized lists and reports accurately; process data accurately; calculate and
input salary adjustments, coding, time vouchers and overtime pay as needed; verify proper
authorizing signatures, coding, calculations and accuracy of payroll adjustments



Establish and maintain detailed automated permanent records regarding personnel; process new hire,
rehire, retirement and termination paperwork; input and update a variety of data including pay
rates/salary schedule information, tax status, deductions, salaried FTE changes, changes in
classification and other employee information



Provide consultation concerning payroll processes, policies and procedures; respond to inquiries,
resolve issues and conflicts and provide technical information concerning calculations, pay rates,
taxes, wage garnishments, and leaves; provide documentation, forms or applications to employees as
needed



Receive, sort and distribute paychecks and warrants according to established procedures and
guidelines; process special payroll transactions such as corrections, awards, professional growth,
longevity, shift differentials, bonuses, replacements, final checks and retro‐pay as appropriate
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Compile information and prepare and maintain a variety of records and reports related to employee
information, time sheets, pay rates, salary adjustments, voluntary pay deductions/changes, disability,
workers compensation, payroll data, and submit payroll reports to appropriate personnel for
processing



Process and apply payroll changes relative to bargaining unit contracts, PERS, STRS, County, State, IRS,
and Social Security rules and regulations



Prepare and process a variety of required tax forms accurately and as assigned; perform periodic tax
procedures and related payroll reconciliation functions; prepare and distribute mandated tax reports;
compile and verify related employee information



Research and provide current and past payroll information in response to employee inquiries,
subpoenas, workers compensation claims, and inquiries from State and County agencies according to
established guidelines; provide employment and wage verification for court orders from County and
State agencies



Operate a variety of office equipment including a calculator, copier, fax machine, printer, sealing
machine, computer and assigned software

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Advanced principles and techniques involved in payroll preparation and processing
Tax withholding, voluntary deductions, garnishments and supplemental insurance
Preparation, maintenance, verification and processing of payroll records and reports
Generally accepted accounting principles, practices and procedures
Preparation, review and control of assigned accounts
Organizational payroll policies and objectives
Financial and statistical record‐keeping techniques
Preparation of financial statements and comprehensive payroll accounting reports
Applicable laws, codes, regulations, policies and procedures
Principles and practices of data processing
Modern office practices, procedures and equipment
Technical aspects of field of specialty
Operation of a computer and assigned software
Oral and written communication skills
Interpersonal skills including tact, patience and courtesy
Arithmetic computations
ABILITY TO:
Perform a variety of specialized and complex payroll and accounting duties in the preparation of payroll for
certificated, classified and/or hourly personnel
Pay employees accurately and timely according to established processes and timelines
Prepare and maintain a variety of automated and manual records and reports
Interpret, apply and explain laws, rules and regulations related to payroll activities
Provide consultation concerning payroll processes, policies and procedures
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Process payroll and related records for payrolls
Monitor, audit, adjust and reconcile payroll data
Identify, investigate and resolve financial errors and discrepancies
Reconcile and balance assigned payroll accounts
Operate a variety of office equipment including a computer and assigned software
Compare numbers and detect errors efficiently
Operate standard office equipment including a computer and assigned software
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Assemble, organize and prepare data for records and reports
Work confidentially with discretion
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Meet schedules and time lines
Make arithmetic computations with speed and accuracy
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school supplemented by college‐level course in
accounting or related field and three years clerical accounting experience including two years involving payroll
processing
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
Constant interruptions
Contact with dissatisfied or abusive individuals
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Hearing and speaking to exchange information
Sitting for extended periods of time
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

TITLE:

Registrar

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:

As Assigned

CLASSIFICATION:

FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:

Non‐Exempt

WORK YEAR:
HOURS:

Non‐Administrative
Classified Technical
12 months/Calendar 2000
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 48

APPROVED:
Board
Commission

SALARY GRADE:
June 29, 2016
July 16, 2016

BASIC FUNCTION:
Prepare, maintain, modify and evaluate manual and automated scholastic records; monitor and assess
student records to identify graduation deficiencies and eligibilities; obtain and respond to requests for student
records and information.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
 Prepare, maintain, modify and evaluate manual and automated scholastic records; establish and
maintain permanent cumulative student records and related filing systems; maintain confidentiality of
sensitive and privileged information


Input data regarding current and new students including grades, credits, test scores, grade level,
hours and other student information into an assigned computer system; maintain automated student
records; generate a variety of computerized lists and reports related to student information utilizing
spreadsheets or appropriate databases



Monitor and assess student records to identify graduation deficiencies and eligibilities; evaluate
transcripts received from other schools to determine allowable credits; communicate graduation
deficiencies and eligibilities to appropriate administrators, parents and counselors



Compile data related to current and new students including grades, credits, test scores and other
student information; contact other schools to request transcripts and student information; update
student information in response to grade and schedule changes; calculate GPA’s



Respond to inquiries from students, parents, staff, schools, alumni and various outside agencies
concerning student information; provide official or unofficial transcripts and information related to
student grades, credits, graduation status and related data; prepare transcripts for mailing



Serve as a lead in the office as assigned; train and provide work direction and guidance to assigned
personnel; provide assistance to staff concerning manual and automated record‐keeping and
departmental policies and procedures; assure compliance with established guidelines and regulations



Prepare and process and distribute a variety of forms, applications, packets, flyers, posters, reports
and correspondence related to assigned activities; disseminate materials and information to students,
staff, parents and the public
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Review program and schedule changes and modify student records; distribute information concerning
student schedule changes to faculty and other departments



Receive telephone calls, greet visitors and provide information and assistance to students, parents,
staff and the public regarding student grades, enrollment and related policies and procedures



Operate a variety of office equipment including a calculator, copier, fax machine, laminator, computer
and assigned software; order office supplies as needed according to established procedures



Distribute, collect, and process grade forms, report cards and variety of specialized forms and
applications; review for completeness and accuracy; duplicate materials as necessary



Perform other activities in the office including enrolling and registering students, evaluating foreign
and domestic transcripts for transfer students, collecting fees, overseeing the summer senior
diplomas program and forwarding cumulative files to new schools as requested



Prepare lists of graduates and submit for signatures and printing; assist with coordinating graduation
activities and preparation of graduation programs



Attend and participate in a variety of meetings as assigned

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Transcript evaluation, maintenance and processing methods, procedures and guidelines
State and organizational requirements for graduation
Modern office practices, procedures and equipment
Applicable laws, codes, regulations, policies and procedures
Record‐keeping, report preparation and filing techniques
Telephone techniques and etiquette
Oral and written communication skills
Principles of training and providing work direction
Correct English usage, grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy
Operation of a computer and assigned software
Methods of collecting and organizing data and information
Data entry techniques
Basic math
ABILITY TO:
Prepare, maintain, modify and evaluate manual and automated scholastic records
Monitor and assess student records to identify graduation deficiencies and eligibilities
Obtain and respond to requests for student records and information
Interpret, apply and explain rules, regulations, policies and procedures
Determine appropriate action within clearly defined guidelines
Answer telephones and greet the public courteously
Type or input data at an acceptable rate of speed
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Work independently with little direction
Plan and organize work
Meet schedules and time lines
Maintain confidentiality of sensitive and privileged information
Compile, assemble, verify and prepare data for records and reports
Complete work with many interruptions
Operate a variety of office equipment including a computer and assigned software
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school and three years of increasingly responsible
clerical or secretarial experience including some experience maintaining student records
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
Constant interruptions
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Hearing and speaking to exchange information in person or on the telephone
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Bending at the waist, kneeling or crouching to file materials
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:
APPROVED:
Board
Commission

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

Restorative Justice
Coordinator
As Assigned

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non-Exempt

WORK YEAR:
HOURS:

Non-Administrative
Classified Technical
10-12 months
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 48

SALARY GRADE:
9/6/17
11/2/17

BASIC FUNCTION:
The Restorative Justice Coordinator develops and facilitates the delivery of school based restorative
interventions and provides restorative justice services and information to students, teachers, administrators
and community members in support of programs that serve as alternatives to the traditional justice system.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:



Develops, coordinates the implementation of and promotes restorative justice programming at various
school sites.



Facilitates community justice forums which bring together the victim, offender, their families and
supporters and anyone else who has been affected or harmed by the incident for a discussion about
the incident and how the harm can be repaired.



Provides referrals for restorative justice services within the school district and community and may
make referrals to other agencies and support services.



Implements Trauma-Informed Care framework when handling trauma specific interventions that shall
include but not be limited to; understanding, recognizing and responding to the effects of all types of
trauma.



Prepares resolution agreements and summary reports.



Meets with various parties individually and/or in groups to discuss the incident, explain restorative
justice process and answer questions.



Guides participants through the resolution process.



Negotiates and obtains an offender “participate agreement” to participate in restorative justice forums
including confirmation of acceptance of responsibility and willingness to actively participate.
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Provides orientation, training, support and mentorship to restorative justice participants and
volunteers, as well as, teachers, administrators, parents and community members.



Coordinate the re-entry of students into school life.



Collect data, monitor programs and conduct evaluations of restorative justice programs.



May work with the judiciary, court staff, lawyers, police, probation officers, victim support persons, and
local providers of family violence and sexual abuse services.

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
The history, theory, practice and program goals of Restorative Justice programs.
Benefits of restorative justice programs in school based settings.
Principles and practices of inter-personal conflict resolution and mediation.
The emotional impact that is the result of offending behavior on all of those affected.
Facilitation techniques used in restorative justice practice.
Community resources available to victims, offenders and their families.
Group dynamics and facilitation.
ABILITY TO:
Prepare clear concise memos and reports regarding
Prepare clear, concise and suitable resolution “settlement agreements.”
Establish and maintain effective relationships with the judiciary, court staff, lawyers, police, probation
department staff, victim support persons, and local providers of family violence and sexual abuse services.
Establish and maintain professional relationships with referring agencies.
Establish and maintain effective relationships with victims of crime, offenders and others affected by incidents
requiring restorative justice intervention.
Travel to various school and community sites and may attend court proceedings.
Effectively promote restorative justice programs in the schools.
Maintain accurate and up to date records of work performed.
Operate standard business office software (such as word and excel).

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: Two years’ experience conducting youth-oriented individual and group
restorative justice interventions. Demonstrated experience working with trauma-informed systems.
Completion of a formal training/education program in restorative justice including mediation and conflict
resolution is required.
LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid California driver’s license
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WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Indoor work environment
Driving a vehicle to conduct work
Some evening and weekend work may be required.

PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Hearing and speaking to exchange information
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time
Bending at the waist or kneeling
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:
APPROVED:
Board
Commission

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

School Administrative
Assistant II
As assigned

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non-Exempt

WORK YEAR:
HOURS:

Non-Administrative
Classified Technical
10 months/Calendar 5007
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 46

SALARY GRADE:
June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of an elementary, middle or alternative school principal, plan, organize and coordinate a
wide variety of administrative and other office functions and activities related to the administration and
operations at the school; serve as administrative support to the principal and coordinate communications
between students, parents, staff and visitors; train, assign and coordinate the work of assigned school personnel.
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS:
The School Administrative Assistant II classification provides primary support to an elementary, middle or
alternative school principal. Incumbents require thorough knowledge of school operations, policies and
procedures and serve as the school office lead.
The School Administrative Assistant III classification provides primary and complex administrative support to the
high school or adult school principal. Incumbents require thorough knowledge of school operations, policies and
procedures, and serve in a lead capacity, providing training and guidance to other clerical staff in the office.
The School Administrative Assistant I classification supports a certificated administrator at a school and may
serve as an office lead.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:


Plan, organize and coordinate a wide variety of administrative and other office functions and activities
related to the administration and operations at the school; assist in assuring smooth and efficient office
operations; coordinate and organize office communications and information.



Greet and assist students, parents, staff, and visitors; initiate and receive telephone calls; screen and
route calls; take and relay messages; provide general information concerning school operations and
activities and related rules, policies and procedures



Assist the Human Resources Department with facilitating site substitute coverage using the automated
substitute employee management system; greet and assist substitute employees by providing keys,
materials and pertinent information
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Train, assign and coordinate the work of assigned school personnel; prepare absentee forms as directed;
review work for accuracy, completeness and compliance with established guidelines and procedures



Coordinate, schedule and attend a variety of meetings as assigned; prepare and send out notices of
meetings; maintain appointment and activity calendar for the school and the principal; reserve facilities;
collect and compile information for meetings, projects and workshops; prepare agendas and take
minutes as directed



Participate in scheduling and coordinating various special events and other activities as assigned by the
position



Prepare personnel requisitions for position or staffing changes using the District systems and based on
information provided by the budget manager; submit personnel requisitions to the budget manager for
approval and route to appropriate department for approval and/or processing;



Collect and code timesheets according to information provided by the budget manager and submit
timesheets to the budget manager for approval; route timesheets to appropriate department for
approval and/or processing according to established timelines and procedures



Monitor accuracy of student enrollment; add/drop/transfer students as needed; assign teachers and
students to classes/sections;



Clear student absences and correct student attendance based on telephone logs, emails and parental
notes; prepare student attendance letters and generate student attendance reports
Administer first aid according to established procedures as needed; log medications provided to the
students; generate, update and distribute the health alert list to staff for students with food allergies and
medical conditions





Perform other activities in support of the assigned office including registering/transferring students,
receiving and processing money for fees, maintaining sign in/sign out sheets, and assisting with students
sent to the office for health, discipline or other matters; participate in coordinating events such as
graduation/promotion, picture days, mandated health screenings



Compose correspondence; keyboard, format and process a variety of records and documents related to
assigned activities such as letters, lists, memoranda, bulletins, reports, requisitions, flyers, posters, forms,
packets or other materials from detailed or rough copy; prepare contracts using fillable form and based
on information provided by budget manager; proofread completed assignments



Input a variety of data into an assigned computer system; maintain automated records and files; initiate
queries and generate a variety of computerized lists, spreadsheets and reports as requested; assure
accuracy of input and output data



Compile information and prepare and maintain a variety of records and reports related to school
programs and activities; review and verify accuracy and completeness of various documents; establish
and maintain filing systems; coordinate printing and distribution of report cards as assigned by the
position; process and review various forms and applications as needed



Receive, open, sort, screen and distribute incoming mail; receive and respond to e-mails; assist in the
preparation and dissemination of materials and information to the public and staff regarding various
events and programs
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Operate a variety of office equipment including a calculator, copier, laminator, fax machine, computer
and assigned software; operate a two-way radio as assigned.



Communicate with staff and outside agencies to exchange information and resolve issues or concerns.

Monitor inventory levels of office and school supplies; order, receive and assure adequate inventory levels of
office and school supplies; prepare purchase requisitions for supplies and services using District systems and
based on information provided by the budget manager; submit purchase requisitions to the budget manager for
approval; submit purchase requisitions to the appropriate department for approval and/or processing
OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Modern office practices, procedures and equipment
Policies and objectives of assigned programs and activities
Attendance policies, guidelines and procedures
Record-keeping and report preparation techniques
Telephone techniques and etiquette
Correct English usage, grammar, spelling, punctuation and vocabulary
Business letter and report writing, editing and proofreading
Computer and assigned software
Methods of collecting and organizing data and information
Oral and written communication skills
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and professionalism
Basic math
Basic first aid and CPR techniques
ABILITY TO:
Plan, organize and coordinate a wide variety of administrative and other office functions and activities related to
the administration of diverse programs and operations
Answer telephones and greet the public professionally
Assist in assuring smooth and efficient office operations
Interpret, apply and explain applicable laws, codes, rules and regulations
Maintain records and prepare reports
Keyboard or input data at an acceptable rate of speed
Operate a variety of office equipment including a computer and assigned software applications and systems
Understand and follow oral and written directions
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Compose correspondence and written materials independently or from oral instructions
Complete work with many interruptions
Meet schedules and timelines
Receive, sort and distribute mail
Add, subtract, multiply and divide quickly and accurately
Administer basic First aid and CPR as needed
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EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school supplemented by college-level course work in
business, secretarial science or related field and five years of increasingly responsible secretarial and clerical
school office experience involving public contact
LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid First Aid and CPR certification issued by an authorized agency preferred
Some incumbents in this classification may be required to speak, read and write in a designated second language
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
Constant interruptions
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Hearing and speaking to exchange information in person and on the telephone
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Bending at the waist or kneeling to file or retrieve materials
HAZARDS:
Contact with dissatisfied or abusive individuals
Exposure to blood-borne pathogens and infectious diseases
Exposure to illness and contagious conditions (e.g., lice, chicken pox, flu)
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:
APPROVED:
Board
Commission

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

Special Education
Data Technician
As Assigned

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non‐Exempt

WORK YEAR: HOURS:

Non‐Administrative
Classified Technical
12 months/Calendar 2000
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 40

SALARY GRADE:
June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

BASIC FUNCTION:
Perform a variety of specialized and complex technical duties related to student information systems, records
management and reporting functions for the Special Education Department, including auditing, verifying and
assuring accuracy of student records related to Individual Education Plans (IEPs) and related program data;
generate a variety of reports for use by the District and reporting to the State and federal agencies; provide
instruction and training to Special Education teachers, coordinators, and staff regarding data entry in special
education related database systems.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:


Review submitted student IEPs to assure compliance with State and federal policies and regulations
governing special education program requirements; reconcile discrepancies, errors and missing
information; input data from the IEPs into appropriate special education database, including SESP
(Special Education Support Program) and CASEMIS (California Special Education Management
Information System)



Audit data entry in SESP and/or CASEMIS entered by staff to identify inaccurate codes, mismatches,
duplicate files, and other missing or erroneous data; follow up with school sites or programs to obtain
missing or corrected data; identify reasons for differences and/or make manual adjustments



Run queries in appropriate database system to create reports per State and federal reporting guidelines
and to provide class lists to case managers, service providers and District administrators, for such
purpose as assisting with assignment of caseloads, tracking of IEP timelines and follow‐up on past due
evaluations



Serve as the SESP system administrator to create, modify and deleting user accounts/passwords, setting
appropriate access levels as determined by the Director‐Special Education; maintain SESP user file with
set permissions and manage accounts as necessary; provide instructions for new user log‐in processes



Serve as a District trainer and primary resource in researching questions; provide assistance and respond
to inquiries from administrators, teachers, school psychologists, speech and language pathologists and
others as they relate to special Education database systems; assist in providing general training on the
uses and operations of SESP and CASEMIS
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Attend SELPA trainings and maintain current knowledge of legislative and policy changes to assure
compliance in areas related to the SELPA; follow guidelines for data entry in CASEMIS to assure District
compliance with State and federal special education requirements including applicable laws, codes,
regulations and timelines



Respond to requests for student record information from schools, parents, advocates, attorneys and
court subpoenas; compile necessary student record information and send requested information to
requestor within established timelines



Enter student information for special education students into District student information system



Provide information to the District’s testing and assessment department regarding student
accommodation needs for testing in adherence to IEP determination and in compliance with State and
federal requirements



Operate a variety of office equipment including a fax machine, copier, printer, computer and assigned
software; drive a vehicle to various sites to conduct work

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
Rules and regulations related to State IEP reporting mandates and compliance standards
Special Education database structures including methods for creating system queries and data verification
Basic research techniques, methods and procedures
Basic principles of developing and implementing adult training workshops
Correct English usage, grammar, spelling and punctuation
Operation of a computer and assigned software programs
Modern office practices, procedures and equipment
Record‐keeping techniques
Interpersonal skills including tact, patience and courtesy
ABILITY TO:
Perform a variety of specialized and complex technical duties related to student information systems, records
management and reporting functions for the Special Education Department
Generate a variety of reports for use by the District and reporting to the State and federal agencies
Provide instruction and training to Special Education teachers, coordinators, and staff regarding data entry in
special education related database systems
Learn and apply rules and regulations involved in assigned program functions
Maintain security of confidential materials
Analyze situations accurately and adopt an effective course of action
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Maintain records and prepare reports
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Meet schedules and timelines
Work independently with little direction
Understand and follow oral and written directions
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EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: graduation from high school and three years of increasingly responsible clerical
or secretarial experience and one year of experience working with special education management information
systems
LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid California driver’s license
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Office environment
Driving a vehicle to conduct work
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Hearing and speaking to exchange information
Seeing to view a computer monitor
Sitting for extended periods of time
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
Human Resources Department
TITLE:
DEPARTMENT/SCHOOL:
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS
ACT CLASSIFICATION:

APPROVED:
Board
Commission

CLASSIFICATION AND
POSITION DESCRIPTION

Student Welfare &
Attendance Specialist
As Assigned

REPORTS TO:

Assigned Supervisor

CLASSIFICATION:

Non-Exempt

WORK YEAR: HOURS:

Non-Administrative
Classified Technical
10 & 11 months/Calendar
5002 & 5013
7.5 hours per day or
duty days/hours as assigned
Schedule: 56
Range: 50

SALARY GRADE:
June 29, 2016
July 15, 2016

BASIC FUNCTION:
Under the direction of an assigned supervisor, coordinate communications and information between the School
Attendance Review Board (SARB), personnel, students, parents and outside agencies in the enhancement of
student attendance in assigned schools; schedule and conduct SARB conferences at school sites and homes;
participate in the development and implementation of the SARB process; attend School Attendance Review Team
(SART) meetings.
REPRESENTATIVE DUTIES:
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:


Coordinate communications and information between SARB, personnel, students, parents and outside
agencies in the enhancement of student attendance in assigned schools; serve as a liaison regarding
attendance issues; develop and implement procedures for reducing student truancy



Make home visits to discuss attendance or behavior issues with parents, verify student addresses, and
conduct truant student or well checks; assist parents and staff with registering students relative to
attendance and truancy concerns



Respond to inquiries and provide information concerning attendance and SARB policies, procedures and
regulations; schedule and conduct SARB conferences at school sites and homes; provide solutions, options
or referrals to meet identified student needs; prepare and maintain individual case notes and files



Collaborate with school site administrators in the development and implementation of the SARB process;
monitor, assess and assist in resolving attendance issues at designated school sites



Notify parents of referrals, suspension, expulsion and hearing information as appropriate; compose
independently or from oral instructions, correspondence and memoranda related to student suspensions,
expulsions, reinstatements and hearings and mail to parents as assigned by the position



Compile information and prepare and maintain a variety of mandated and requested records and reports
related to student attendance, SARB activities and assigned duties; establish and maintain filing systems
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Receive and address disciplinary referrals as assigned by the position; discuss referrals with students and
determine need for disciplinary action; provide information to students regarding support services offered
by the District; track the completion of detentions assigned to students; conduct conflict mediations as
needed



Communicate with social services personnel, law enforcement or other agencies for referral or other
information



Operate a variety of office equipment including a copier, fax machine, computer and assigned software;
drive a vehicle to conduct work



Attend and participate in a variety of meetings and conferences; attend SARB meetings; serve as a
member of SART and other committees, and attend related meetings; testify in court as needed



Maintain current knowledge of State and District attendance rules and regulations

OTHER DUTIES:
Perform related duties as assigned
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES:
KNOWLEDGE OF:
State and local laws, rules and regulations relating to student attendance and truancy
SARB and SART policies, procedures and related documents
Record-keeping and report preparation techniques
Oral and written communication skills
District policies regarding graduation, truancy, attendance, SART/SARB and admissions
Practices and objectives of assigned program and activities
Interpersonal skills using tact, patience and courtesy
Technical aspects of field of specialty
Diverse academic, socioeconomic, cultural, disability and ethnic backgrounds of students
Operation of a computer and assigned software
Public speaking techniques
ABILITY TO:
Coordinate communications and information between SARB, personnel, students, parents and outside agencies in
the enhancement of student attendance in assigned schools
Schedule and conduct SARB conferences at school sites and homes
Participate in the development and implementation of the SARB and SART process
Interpret, apply and explain rules, regulations, policies and procedures
Analyze situations accurately and adopt an effective course of action
Communicate effectively both orally and in writing
Establish and maintain cooperative and effective working relationships with others
Compose correspondence and written materials independently
Prepare and deliver oral presentations
Prepare required documents and informational packets for various SARB hearings
Operate standard office equipment including a computer and assigned software
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Maintain records and prepare comprehensive reports
Plan and organize work
Meet schedules and time lines
Work independently with little direction
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE:
Any combination equivalent to: associate’s degree with course work in social sciences or related field and three
years working with youth in an organized setting
LICENSES AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
Valid California driver’s license
Some incumbents in this classification may be required to speak, read and write in a designated second language.
WORKING CONDITIONS:
ENVIRONMENT:
Indoor and outdoor work environment
Driving a vehicle to conduct work
PHYSICAL DEMANDS:
Hearing and speaking to exchange information
Dexterity of hands and fingers to operate a computer keyboard
Seeing to read a variety of materials
Sitting or standing for extended periods of time
HAZARDS:
Exposure to dissatisfied, abusive or violent individuals
Driving a vehicle during adverse weather conditions
Potential exposure to weapons, illegal substances and dog attacks
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PERSONNEL COMMISSION
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
April 11, 2019
AGENDA ITEM NO
SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR REEMPLOYMENT (EC §45195) IN THE MATTER OF MS.
PAMELA THOMAS
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
A request for reemployment from Ms. Thomas came in front of the Commission at their
regularly scheduled meeting on October 4th, 2018. I met with Ms. Thomas and Ms. Renisha
Norwood-Coleman on October 11th, 2018 and again on February 7th, 2019. I was provided with
copies of employment documents as well as medical documents in support of this request. Ms.
Thomas was placed on the 39 month reemployment list effective June 7th, 2018 as required by
Education Code §45195. Ms. Thomas has exercised her rights under Industrial Accident and
Illness leave, the federal family and medical leave (FMLA), the Americans with Disabilities Act
and all leave rights provided her under the various Education Code sections §45191 – sick leave
accrual and §45196 – extended sick leave; neither of which fall within the scope or purview of
the Merit System articles §45240 through §45320. It is noted that I reviewed the documents
provided and there is inconsistent information in the documentation. As medical information is
covered under HIPAA; this documentation is not included in this item.
DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
Ms. Thomas can pursue various avenues for disputes regarding discrepancies regarding her
workers compensation, FMLA, ADA, and other leave rights. None of those options points to the
Personnel Commission as the authority that would decide the matter. The Personnel
Commission can; similar to Agenda Item E in this agenda; can certify Ms. Thomas eligible for
other similar classifications.
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September 27, 2018

Agenda Item Request

Agenda Item Request: Pamela Thomas
RE: Return to Work & Reasonable Accommodation, Merit Rule 60.700.5

Ms. Pamela Thomas has been placed on the 39 month rehire list and Berkeley Council of
Classified Employee's would like the personnel commission to review her placement on the 39
month re-hire list for her injury dated March 18, 2013. Ms. Pamela Thomas' leave has not been
handled properly. We are requesting that Ms. Pamela Thomas be reinstated to her previous
position. Ms. Thomas was advised by Berkeley Unified School District that they could not
provide her with a reasonable accommodate for a Workers Compensation injury dated March
18, 2013. BCCE finds this to be troubling because Ms. Pamela Thomas was sent back to work
by her doctor without any restrictions for the injury suffered on March 18, 2013.
BUSD placed Ms. Thomas on industrial leave on March 30, 2017 and BUSD sited her March
18, 2013 injury as the reason that they were unable to provide her with a reasonable
accommodation. Ms. Thomas was placed on the 39- month rehire list on June 18, 2018 by
BUSD because she had exhausted her industrial leave. Ms. Thomas wants to come back to
work and is requesting that she be re-instated. BCCE request that Ms. Thomas be placed back
in her previous assignment immediately. We are also requesting that she receive back pay for
the time that she has been off, as of June 18, 2018.
Thank you in advance for you immediate attention in this matter.

Sincerely,
Linnette Robinson
President BCCE
Cc:Pamela Thomas
ATTACHMENT F

ATTACHMENT G

PERSONNEL COMMISSION
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
April 11, 2019
AGENDA ITEM
SUBJECT: PROPOSED 2018/2019 PERSONNEL COMMISSION MONTHLY MEETING
SCHEDULE
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The Personnel Commission is required to meet regularly as established by the Commissioners.
DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
I recommend that the regularly assigned meeting schedule of the Personnel Commission be set as
the First Thursday of the month for the 2019-2020 school year as outlined below:
July 11, 2019
(2nd Thursday due to July 4th Holiday)

August 1, 2019
September 5, 2019
October 3, 2019
November 7, 2019
December 5, 2019

January 9, 2020
(2nd Thursday due to Winter Break)

February 6, 2020
March 5, 2020
April 9, 2020
(2nd Thursday due to Spring Break)

May 7, 2020
June 4, 2020

Approve the above meeting schedule as presented.
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
A Merit System District
Office of the Director of Classified Personnel

Personnel Commission
Monthly Meeting Schedule
2019-2020

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE BROWN ACT, THESE MEETINGS ARE CONSIDERED PUBLIC AND AS
SUCH ARE OPEN FOR ALL TO ATTEND. BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT CLASSIFIED
EMPLOYEES ARE WELCOME AND INVITED TO ATTEND

2019

2020

Thursday, July11
ND

TH

Thursday, January 9
ND

(2 THURSDAY DUE TO JULY 4 HOLIDAY)

(2 THURSDAY DUE TO WINTER BREAK)

Thursday, August 1

Thursday, February 6

Thursday, September 5

Thursday, March 5

Thursday, October 3

Thursday, April 9
(2ND THURSDAY DUE TO SPRING BREAK)

Thursday, November 7

Thursday, May 7

Thursday, December 5

Thursday, June4

Note: Commission Meetings have generally been scheduled the first Thursday of the month.
Dates may be adjusted so as to align with the school year calendar.
All meetings are generally held in the Tech Lab, Room 126, at 4:30 pm unless otherwise noted.

Changes are at the discretion of the Commissioners.
PC Approval:

Printed: 3/20/2019
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ATTACHMENT H

PERSONNEL COMMISSION
BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
April 11, 2019
AGENDA ITEM – 2019-2020 BUDGET
SUBJECT:
FIRST READING OF THE 2019/2020 PERSONNEL COMMISSION BUDGET
(DRAFT)
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Annually, in accordance with Education Code §45253, the Commission is required to prepare
their annual budget for a public hearing and submit their annual budget to the County
Superintendent of Schools.

DIRECTOR’S RECOMMENDATION
Review the draft budget as presented, move to a second (2nd) reading and schedule the public
hearing as required by the California Education Code for the regularly scheduled meeting of the
Personnel Commission in May 2019.
Not included in the Personnel Commission budget but for informational purposes; in February
2019 the district was awarded professional development funds from the State of California in the
form of a Block Grant for $79,000. As BCCE has an identified Staff Development Committee in
Article 21.3 of their CBA; it is this group and other stakeholders that I hope to include in
outlining criteria for a variety of trainings in a myriad of formats to roll out to the classified staff.
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BERKELEY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

PERSONNEL COMMISSION DRAFT BUDGET: FISCAL YEAR 2019-2020

DEPARTMENT: Personnel Commission
DATE: July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020

ITEMS REQUESTED

CODE

Fiscal Year
2017-2018

Fiscal Year
2018-2019

Fiscal Year
2019-2020

Staffing FTE:
1.0 FTE Director, Including Statutory Benefits

2302/7403

$185,387.23

$202,278.43

$191,021.77

1.0 FTE Classified Personnel Supervisor, Including Statutory Benefits

2302/7403

$95,454.59

$110,964.56

$110,233.92

1.0 FTE Human Resources Technician, Including Statutory Benefits

2402/7403

$73,765.09

$89,630.86

$84,205.14

Subs/Proctors, Including Statutory Benefits (Raters/Panelists)

2416/7403

$7,500.00

$8,250.00

$8,250.00

Hourly Overtime

2412/7403

$1,500.00

$750.00

$750.00

$363,606.91

$411,873.85

$394,460.83

Total Salary Requests
Other Items:
Books and Other Ref. Material

4200/7403

$500.00

$500.00

$500.00

Other Supplies

4350/7403

$9,000.00

$11,000.00

$11,000.00

Equipment

4400/7403

$4,910.00

$4,910.00

$4,910.00

Travel and Conference

5200/7403

$7,000.00

$7,500.00

$7,500.00

Dues and Memberships

5300/7403

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

$3,000.00

Central Printing - Xerox

5712/7403

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

Copier Lease - Intrafund

5713/7403

$4,320.00

$4,320.00

$4,320.00

Postage/Federal Express/Certified Mail

5910/7403

$1,300.00

$800.00

$800.00

$32,530.00

$34,530.00

$34,530.00

Total Other Items
Prof/Consulting Svcs & Operating Expenses:
Legal Counsel

5829/7403

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Prof/Consulting Svcs

5800/7403

$4,000.00

$9,750.00

$10,440.00

Commissioner Fees

5800/7403

$4,000.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

Recruiting/Advertising

5800/7403

$9,750.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

Pre-employment Examinations

5800/7403

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Applications/Announcements/Copying

5800/7403

$3,200.00

$3,200.00

$3,200.00

Testing

5800/7403

$2,750.00

$750.00

$750.00

Drug Testing (Per State Requirement and Union Contract Provisions)

5800/7403

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$2,000.00

$45,700.00

$39,700.00

$40,390.00

$441,836.91

$486,103.85

$469,380.83

Total Prof/Consulting Svcs & Operating Expenses
GRAND TOTAL
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COMPARATIVE BUDGET REPORT
FY 2014-2015 to 2018-2019

PERSONNEL COMMISSION
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COMPARATIVE BUDGET REPORT
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Column Title1:
Column Title2:
Fiscal Year:
Data Source:
Amount Types:
Print Detail:
If Zero Print:
Calc column:
Rest/Unr/Both:
Budget Tfrs:
Bud Tfrs Date:
GL Trans:
GL Trans Date:
Suppress Line:

* Column 1 *
ACTUALS
2014/15
2015
G Ledger
Actuals
No
Blanks
None
Both
None
99/99/9999
None
99/99/9999
No

* Column 2 *
ACTUALS
2015/16
2016
G Ledger
Actuals
No
Zeros
None
Both
None
99/99/9999
None
99/99/9999
No

Sort/Rollup Digit:
Page break on field:
By details:
Show pennies:
Restricted field:
Lines per page:
80 Column mode:
Year for Acct format:
Include accounts?(Open/Closed/Both):

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

RESOURCE

* Column 3 *
ACTUALS
2016/17
2017
G Ledger
Actuals
No
Zeros
None
Both
None
99/99/9999
None
99/99/9999
No

* Column 4 *
ACTUALS
2017/18
2018
G Ledger
Actuals
No
Zeros
None
Both
None
99/99/9999
None
99/99/9999
No

1

* Column 5 *
ADOPTED
2018/19
2019
Budget Dev M:10
Budget
No
Zeros
None
Both
None
99/99/9999
None
99/99/9999
No

Alpha
No

0

Yes

* Column 6 *
EST ACT
2018/19
2019
Approved
Budget
No
Zeros
None
Both
Approved
02/28/2019
None
99/99/9999
No

OBJECT
(Format 1 OBJECT
No
Suppress lines with zeros in all columns:
02-RESOURCE
63
Blank lines between each detail:
No
Replace Fiscal year with:
13
Sort detail lines by:
Both
Collapse Objects by file:

FUND

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

??-????-???-?-??-????-????-7403-???

)

* Column 7 *
ACTUALS
2018/19
2019
Calculated
Actuals
No
Blanks
6-5
Both
None
99/99/9999
None
99/99/9999
No

FI
RANGE
-----------------------

FD RESC LOC Y BA OBJT GOAL FUNC DDF
------------------------------------------------

2.

1.

FIELD RANGES SELECTED

ACCOUNT CLASSIFICATIONS SELECTED

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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FUND

:01

GENERAL FUND

COMPARATIVE BUDGET REPORT
RESOURCE:0000

J8477

H.00.43 03/19/19 PAGE

UNRESTRICTED GEN. EDUC. & OTHR

BDR110

1

85
22,639
0
2,868
12,188
22,707
0
120
0
4,238
4,836
69,680

STATE TEACHERS'RET.SYS, CLASS
PUBLIC EMPL. RET. SYS, CLASSIF
MEDICARE - CERTIFICATED
MEDICARE - CLASSIFIED
FICA - CLASSIFIED
HEALTH & WELFARE BEN. CLASSIF.
STATE UNEMPLOYMENT INS. CERTIF
STATE UNEMPLOYMENT INS. CLASSI
WORKERS' COMPENSATION INS.CERT
WORKERS' COMPENSATION INS.CLSS
RETIREE BENEFITS, CLASSIF. POS
TOTAL: 3xxx

BOOKS & OTHER REF. MATERIALS
OTHER SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT $500 TO $5,000
TOTAL: 4xxx

TRAVEL AND CONFERENCES
DUES AND MEMBERSHIPS
CENTRAL PRINTING - XEROX
COPIER LEASE - INTRAFUND
PROF/CONSULTING SVCS & OPR EXP
LEGAL FEES
POSTAGE/MAILINGS
TOTAL: 5xxx

3102
3202
3301
3302
3312
3402
3501
3502
3601
3602
3702

4200
4350
4400

5200
5300
5712
5713
5800
5829
5910
317,680

317,680
317,680
317,680

*TOTAL:1000-7999

**TOTAL:1000-5999
**TOTAL:1000-6999
**TOTAL:1000-7999
**TOTAL:8000-8999

21,517
3,698
157
33,279

3,855
1,552
2,500

8,012

14
7,998

1,295
35,532
423
15,060
206,705

154,232
164

CLASS SUPER & ADMIN MONTH SAL
CLASS. SUPV - LIMITED TERM
CLASS SUPVR & ADMIN STIPEND
CASH IN LIEU OF BENEFITS
CLERICAL TECH & OFC STAFF SAL
CLERICAL TECH & OFC OVERTIME
CLERICAL LIMITED TERM
TOTAL: 2xxx

2302
2316
2317
2350
2402
2412
2416

369,246
369,246
369,246
0

369,246

6,305
2,721
2,500
4,320
22,639
9,718
85
48,288

118
7,246
4,105
11,469

105
26,150
0
3,161
13,448
27,245
0
133
0
4,692
5,697
80,630

188,731
0
0
0
30,465
207
9,456
228,859

2

392,464
392,464
392,464
0

392,464

5,439
5,600
2,500
4,320
22,371
11,846
69
52,145

190
6,267
2,914
9,371

5
22,324
0
3,659
15,422
23,374
0
149
0
5,258
4,287
74,478

132,310
60,276
0
0
50,385
555
12,943
256,470

395,503
395,503
395,503
0

395,503

5,691
138
2,500
4,320
23,975
0
79
36,704

583
8,886
0
9,469

38
35,716
0
3,605
15,397
29,905
0
149
0
5,257
2,852
92,918

175,831
21,166
600
0
51,964
1,161
5,691
256,412

443,934
443,934
443,934
0

443,934

7,000
3,000
2,500
4,320
32,513
0
1,300
50,633

500
8,197
4,910
13,607

0
46,159
0
3,905
15,910
32,940
0
156
0
5,519
5,878
110,467

201,506
0
0
0
54,055
2,733
10,933
269,227

396,716
396,716
396,716
0

396,716

5,594
2,884
2,500
4,320
25,555
0
1,300
42,153

583
2,532
4,454
7,569

112
45,157
0
3,625
15,017
32,641
0
149
0
5,292
5,884
107,877

156,164
17,358
750
0
56,859
620
7,366
239,117

47,21847,21847,218-

47,218-

8,480-

6,958-

1,406116-

83
5,6654566,038-

2276
2,590-

7-

280893299-

112
1,002-

2,804
2,1133,56730,110-

45,34217,358
750

CALC: 6-5
2014-2015
2015-2016
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2018-2019
2018-2019
ACTUALS
ACTUALS
ACTUALS
ACTUALS
ADOPTED
EST ACT
ACTUALS
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
2018/19
2018/19
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1903
OTH CERT SUBS SICK LEAVE
3
0
0
0
0
0
TOTAL: 1xxx
3
0
0
0
0
0
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Personnel Commission Budget Info
Erin Arinez <erinarinez@berkeley.net>
To: Erin Arinez <erinarinez@berkeley.net>

Mon, Apr 1, 2019 at 5:33 PM

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Benjamin Zohar <benjaminzohar@berkeley.net>
Date: Fri, Mar 29, 2019 at 9:50 AM
Subject: Re: Personnel Commission Budget Info
To: Erin Arinez <erinarinez@berkeley.net>
Cc: Antonette West <antonettewest@berkeley.net>, Patricia Duwel <patriciaduwel@berkeley.net>

Hi Erin,
The differences are due to the following 


7% Buffer - There seems to be a 7% gross salary buffer to the FY18-19 estimate provided last year.
We have included a 1% buffer in this year's estimate for FY19-20.
Brian Westover FY18-19 estimate provided last year was costed at a Step 4 when it should have been
costed at Step 3.

I've attached an updated estimate which includes longevity for your gross salary. Please see the attached
updated estimate and disregard the previous version. Feel free to contact me if you have any questions or
concerns.

Thank you,

Benjamin Zohar
Budget Analyst II
Phone: 510-644-7766

ATTACHMENT H

